
Your Work Matters to God
Sue Bohlin helps us look at work from a biblical perspective. 
If we apply a Christian worldview to our concept of work, it
takes on greater significance within the kingdom of God.

 This article is also available in Spanish.

Many Christians hold a decidedly unbiblical view of work. Some
view it as a curse, or at least as part of the curse of living
in a fallen world. Others make a false distinction between
what  they  perceive  as  the  sacred—serving  God—and  the
secular—everything else. And others make it into an idol,
expecting it to provide them with their identity and purpose
in life as well as being a source of joy and fulfillment that
only God can provide.

In their excellent
book  Your  Work
Matters to God,{1}
Doug  Sherman  and
William Hendricks expose the
wrong ways of thinking about
work,  and  explain  how  God
invests  work  with  intrinsic
value and honor. Rick Warren
echoes  this  idea  in  his
blockbuster The Purpose Driven
Life  when  he  writes,  “Work
becomes  worship  when  you
dedicate it to God and perform
it with an awareness of his
presence.”{2}
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First, let’s explore some faulty views of work: the secular
view, some inappropriate hierarchies that affect how we view
work, and work as merely a platform for doing evangelism.

Those who hold a secular view of work believe that life is
divided into two disconnected parts. God is in one spiritual
dimension and work is in the other real dimension, and the two
have nothing to do with each other. God stays in His corner of
the universe while I go to work and live my life, and these
different realms never interact.

One problem with this secular view is that it sets us up for
disappointment. If you leave God out of the picture, you’ll
have to get your sense of importance, fulfillment and reward
from someplace else: work. Work is the answer to the question,
“Who am I, and why am I important?” That is a very shaky
foundation—because what happens if you lose your job? You’re
suddenly a “nobody,” and you are not important because you are
not employed.

The secular view of work tends to make an idol of career.
Career becomes the number one priority in your life. Your
relationship with God takes a back seat, family takes a back
seat, even your relationship with other people takes a back
seat to work. Everything gets filtered through the question,
“What impact will this have on my career?”

The secular view of work leaves God out of the system. This is
particularly unacceptable for Christians, because God calls us
to make Him the center of our life.{3} He wants us to have a
biblical worldview that weaves Him into every aspect of our
lives, including work. He wants to be invited into our work;
He wants to be Lord of our work.{4}

Inappropriate  Hierarchies:  Soul/Body,
Temporal/Eternal
In this article, we’re examining some faulty views of work.



One comes from believing that the soul matters more than the
body. We can wrongly believe that God only cares about our
soul, and our bodies don’t really matter. The body is not
important, we can think: it is only temporal, and it will fade
and die. But if that view were true, then why did God make a
physical universe? Why did He put Adam and Eve in the garden
to cultivate and keep it? He didn’t charge them with, “Go and
make disciples of all nations which aren’t in existence yet,
but they will be as soon as you guys go off and start making
babies.” No, He said, “Here’s the garden, now cultivate it.”
He  gave  them  a  job  to  do  that  had  nothing  to  do  with
evangelism or church work. There is something important about
our bodies, and God is honored by work that honors and cares
for the body—which, after all, is His good creation.

Another wrong way of thinking is to value the eternal over the
temporal so much that we believe only eternal things matter.
Some people believe that if you work for things that won’t
last into eternity—jobs like roofing and party planning and
advertising—you’re  wasting  your  time.  This  wrong  thinking
needs to be countered by the truth that God created two sides
to reality, the temporal and the eternal. The natural universe
God  made  is  very  real,  just  as  real  as  the  supernatural
universe.  Asking  which  one  is  real  and  important  is  like
asking which is real, our nine months in our mother’s womb or
life after birth? They are both real; they are both necessary.
We have to go through one to get to the other.

Those things we do and make on earth DO have value, given the
category they were made for: time. It’s okay for things to
have simply temporal value, since God chose for us to live in
time before we live in eternity. Our work counts in both time
and eternity because God is looking for faithfulness now, and
the  only  way  to  demonstrate  faithfulness  is  within  this
physical world. Spiritual needs are important, of course, but
first physical needs need to be met. Try sharing the gospel
with someone who hasn’t eaten in three days! Some needs are



temporal, and those needs must be met. So God equips people
with abilities to meet the needs of His creation. In meeting
the legitimate physical, temporal needs of people, our work
serves people, and people have eternal value because God loves
us and made us in His image.

The Sacred/Spiritual Dichotomy; Work as a
Platform for Evangelism
Another  faulty  view  of  work  comes  from  believing  that
spiritual, sacred things are far more important than physical,
secular things. REAL work, people can think, is serving God in
full-time Christian service, and then there’s everything else
running a very poor second. This can induce us to think either
too highly of ourselves or too lowly of ourselves. We can
think, “Real work is serving God, and then there’s what others
do” (which sets us up for condescension), or “Real work is
serving God, and then there’s what I have to do” (which sets
us up for false guilt and a sense of “missing it”).

It’s an improper way to view life as divided between the
sacred and the secular. ALL of life relates to God and is
sacred,  whether  we’re  making  a  business  presentation  or
changing soiled diapers or leading someone to faith in Christ.
It’s unwise to think there are sacred things we do and there
are secular things we do. It all depends on what’s going on in
our hearts. You can engage in what looks like holy activity
like  prayer  and  Bible  study  with  a  dark,  self-centered,
unforgiving spirit. Remember the Pharisees? And on the other
hand, you can work at a job in a very secular atmosphere where
the  conversation  is  littered  with  profanity,  the  work  is
slipshod, the politics are wearisome, and yet like Daniel or
Joseph in the Old Testament you can keep your own conversation
pure and your behavior above reproach. You can bring honor and
glory to God in a very worldly environment. God does not want
us to do holy things, He wants us to be holy people.



A final faulty view of work sees it only as a platform for
doing evangelism. If every interaction doesn’t lead to an
opportunity to share the gospel, one is a failure. Evangelism
should be a priority, true, but not our only priority. Life is
broader than evangelism. In Ephesians 1, Paul says three times
that God made us, not for evangelism, but to live to the
praise  of  His  glory.{5}  Instead  of  concentrating  only  on
evangelism,  we  need  to  concentrate  on  living  a  life  that
honors God and loves people. That is far more winsome than all
the evangelistic strategies in the world. Besides, if work is
only a platform for evangelism, it devalues the work itself,
and this view of work is too narrow and unfulfilling.

Next we’ll examine at how God wants us to look at work. You
might be quite surprised!

How God Wants Us to See Work
So far, we have discussed faulty views of work, but how does
God want us to see it? Here’s a startling thought: we actually
work for God Himself! Consider Ephesians 6:5-8, which Paul
writes to slaves but which we can apply to employees:

Slaves, obey your earthly masters with respect and fear, and
with sincerity of heart, just as you would obey Christ. Obey
them not only to win their favor when their eye is on you,
but like slaves of Christ, doing the will of God from your
heart. Serve wholeheartedly, as if you were serving the
Lord, not men, because you know that the Lord will reward
everyone for whatever good he does, whether he is slave or
free.

It’s helpful to envision that behind every employer stands the
Lord Jesus. He sees everything we do, and He appreciates it
and will reward us, regardless of the type of work we do. I
learned this lesson one day when I was cleaning the grungy
bathtub  of  a  family  that  wouldn’t  notice  and  would  never



acknowledge or thank me even if they did. I was getting madder
by the minute, throwing myself a pity party, when the Lord
broke into my thoughts. He quietly said, “I see you. And I
appreciate  what  you’re  doing.”  Whoa!  In  an  instant,  that
totally  changed  everything.  Suddenly,  I  was  able  to  do  a
menial job—and later on, more important ones—as a labor of
love and worship for Jesus. I know He sees and appreciates
what I do. It forever changed my view of work.

God also wants us to see that work is His gift to us. It is
not a result of the Fall. God gave Adam and Eve the job of
cultivating the garden and exercising dominion over the world
before sin entered the world. We were created to work, and for
work. Work is God’s good gift to us!

Listen to what Solomon wrote:

After looking at the way things are on this earth, here’s
what I’ve decided is the best way to live: Take care of
yourself, have a good time, and make the most of whatever
job you have for as long as God gives you life. And that’s
about it. That’s the human lot. Yes, we should make the most
of what God gives, both the bounty and the capacity to enjoy
it, accepting what’s given and delighting in the work. It’s
God’s gift!{6}

Being happy in our work doesn’t depend on the work, it depends
on our attitude. To make the most of our job and be happy in
our work is a gift God wants to give us!

Why Work is Good
In this article we’re talking about how to think about work
correctly. One question needs to be asked, though: Is all work
equally valid? Well, no. All legitimate work is an extension
of God’s work of maintaining and providing for His creation.
Legitimate work is work that contributes to what God wants
done in the world and doesn’t contribute to what He doesn’t



want done. So non-legitimate work would include jobs that are
illegal, such as prostitution, drug dealing, and professional
thieves.  Then  there  are  jobs  that  are  legal,  but  still
questionable in terms of ethics and morality, such as working
in abortion clinics, pornography, and the gambling industry.
These jobs are legal, but you have to ask, how are they
cooperating with God to benefit His creation?

Work is God’s gift to us. It is His provision in a number of
ways. In Your Work Matters to God, the authors suggest five
major reasons why work is valuable:

1. Through work we serve people. Most work is part of a huge
network of interconnected jobs, industries, goods and services
that work together to meet people’s physical needs. Other jobs
meet people’s aesthetic and spiritual needs as well.

2. Through work we meet our own needs. Work allows us to
exercise  the  gifts  and  abilities  God  gives  each  person,
whether paid or unpaid. God expects adults to provide for
themselves and not mooch off others. Scripture says, “If one
will not work, neither let him eat!”{7}

3. Through work we meet our family’s needs. God expects the
heads of households to provide for their families. He says,
“If anyone does not provide for his relatives, and especially
for his immediate family, he has denied the faith and is worse
than an unbeliever.”{8}

4. Through work we earn money to give to others. In both the
Old and New Testaments, God tells us to be generous in meeting
the  needs  of  the  poor  and  those  who  minister  to  us
spiritually.  {9}

5. Through work we love God. One of God’s love languages is
obedience.  When  we  work,  we  are  obeying  His  two  great
commandments to love Him and love our neighbor as we love
ourselves.{10} We love God by obeying Him from the heart. We
love our neighbor as we serve other people through our work.



We bring glory to God by working industriously, demonstrating
what He is like, and serving others by cooperating with God to
meet their needs. In serving others, we serve God. And that’s
why our work matters to God.
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Doctrine and Apologetics
Dr. Michael Gleghorn makes a case for why Christian doctrine
and  apologetics  are  important  for  spiritual  growth  and
maturity.

Just prior to beginning college, I committed my
life  to  Christ.  Naturally,  as  a  new  believer
wanting to grow in my faith, I embarked upon a
program of daily Bible reading. When I came to
Paul’s letter to Titus in the New Testament, I was
both struck and inspired by a particular command, which I
found nestled among others, there in the first chapter.

Paul reminded Titus, whom he had left on the island of Crete,
that he wanted him to “straighten out what was left unfinished
and  appoint  elders”  in  the  local  churches  which  had  been
established (Titus 1:5). After listing various spiritual and
moral qualifications that an elder was to have, Paul went on
to insist that he must also “hold firmly to the trustworthy
message as it has been taught, so that he can encourage others
by sound doctrine and refute those who oppose it” (Titus 1:9).
When I first read those words, it was as if a light went on
inside my head and I thought, “That’s exactly what I would
like to do! I want to be able to ‘encourage others by sound
doctrine and refute those who oppose it’” (Titus 1:9). Paul’s
words thus encouraged me to take up, in a serious way, the
study of Christian doctrine and apologetics.

But  what  exactly  do  I  mean  by  “Christian  doctrine”  and
“apologetics”? At its most basic level, Christian doctrine is
essentially  the  same  thing  as  Christian  teaching.  Such
teaching  aims  at  providing  a  logically  consistent  and
“coherent  explication  of  what  the  Christian  believes.”{1}
Apologetics is a bit more complicated. It comes from the Greek
term, apologia, and means “defense.” It was often used in law
courts  in  the  ancient  world.{2}  Indeed,  the  book  of  Acts
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records several instances in which the Apostle Paul was called
upon to “make a defense” of himself before various governing
authorities,  like  Felix,  Festus,  and  Agrippa  (e.g.,  Acts
24:10; 25:8; 26:1-2).

Of course, when we’re talking about Christian apologetics,
we’re concerned with “making a defense” of the truth-claims of
Christianity. The Apostle Peter tells us, “Always be prepared
to make a defense to any one who calls you to account for the
hope that is in you, yet do it with gentleness and reverence”
(1 Peter 3:15). Christian doctrine and apologetics play an
important role in the life and health of the church. So please
keep reading as we delve more deeply into these issues.

The Value of Christian Doctrine
Why is Christian doctrine important for the life and health of
the church? The Apostle Paul told Titus that he wanted him to
appoint  elders  in  the  local  church  who  would  be  able  to
“encourage  others  by  sound  doctrine  and  refute  those  who
oppose  it”  (Titus  1:9).  The  teaching  of  sound  Christian
doctrine is important for several reasons, but for now let me
simply mention two. First, sound Christian doctrine helps us
to learn what is true about both God and ourselves. Second, it
reminds us of the right way to live in light of such truths.
And both of these are essential for the life and health of the
church.

First, it’s important to know what is true about God and
ourselves. Indeed, our eternal destiny depends on it! Not only
must we know that God is holy and righteous and will punish
all sin, we must also realize that we are sinners (Numbers
14:18;  Romans  3:23).  But  this,  in  itself,  would  lead  to
despair. Hence, we must also understand that God loves us and
sent his Son to be the Savior of the world (John 3:16; 1 John
4:14). We need to grasp that
forgiveness and reconciliation with God are freely available



to those who turn to Christ in repentance and faith (Acts
3:19; 16:31). Sound Christian doctrine is thus essential for
salvation (John 14:6; Acts 4:12; 1 John 5:9-13; 2 John 1:9).
Without it, true spiritual life and health is impossible.

But  this  does  not  exhaust  the  importance  of  Christian
doctrine. For once we are saved through faith in Christ, God
then calls us to grow up and become like his Son—and this
would be exceedingly difficult apart from instruction in sound
Christian  doctrine.  As  Christian  philosopher  Bill  Craig
observes, “If we want to live correctly for Christ . . . we
need to first think correctly about Christ. If your thinking
is skewed and off-base, it is going to affect your life and
your  Christian  discipleship.”{3}  Indeed,  the  Apostle  Paul
contrasts  Christian  maturity,  characterized  by  genuine
“knowledge of the Son of God,” with spiritual immaturity,
characterized by a lack of such knowledge and a proneness to
being deceived (Ephesians 4:13-14).

God  calls  us  to  Christian  maturity—and  instruction  in
Christian doctrine plays an important role in our spiritual
growth. But there is also a role for Christian apologetics—and
we must now turn to consider that.

A Defense of Christian Apologetics
Many people question the value of Christian apologetics for
the life and health of the church.{4} They contend that it’s
impossible  to  “argue”  anyone  into  becoming  a  Christian.
Instead of making a defense for the truth of Christianity, we
ought rather to invest our limited resources in preaching the
gospel of Christ, trusting that God will open people’s hearts
and draw them to himself.

Now while I certainly agree that we should be preaching the
gospel, and trusting that God will use it to draw men and
women to himself, this negative view of apologetics is frankly



unbiblical, untrue, and shortsighted.

In the first place, such a view is unbiblical. Both Jesus and
the Apostle Paul used arguments and evidence to convince their
listeners of particular theological truths (Matthew 22:15-46;
Acts 17:16-34). Moreover, the
Apostle Peter tells us to always be ready to “make a defense”
(or offer an apologetic) to those who ask about our hope in
Christ  (1  Peter  3:15).  A  negative  view  of  Christian
apologetics  thus  runs  counter  to  the  teaching  of
Scripture.

Second, it’s simply untrue that no one ever comes to Christ
through  apologetic  arguments  and  evidence.{5}  Indeed,
sometimes the Holy Spirit actually uses arguments and evidence
to  draw  people  to  Christ!{6}  And  while  such  people  may
admittedly  be  in  the  minority,  they  can  be  extremely
influential in commending the faith to others, for they are
often  prepared  to  offer  good  reasons  for  believing
that  Christianity  is  really  true!

Finally,  a  negative  view  of  Christian  apologetics  is
shortsighted. The great theologian J. Gresham Machen argued
that we should aim to create “favorable conditions for the
reception of the gospel.” Along these lines, he noted the
difficulty of attempting to do evangelism once we’ve given up
offering an intellectually credible case for the truth of
Christianity.  “We  may  preach  with  all  the  fervor  of  a
reformer,”  he  said,  “and  yet  succeed  only  in  winning  a
straggler here and there, if we permit the whole collective
thought of the nation . . . to be controlled by ideas which .
. . prevent Christianity from being regarded as anything more
than  a  harmless  delusion.”{7}  Machen  understood  that
neglecting apologetics is shortsighted. For unless we offer
arguments and evidence, we make it that much easier for people
to  simply  shrug  their  shoulders  and  continue  ignoring
Christianity’s  truth-claims.



Having now dismantled the arguments against apologetics, we’ll
next consider its benefits for the life and health of the
church.

The Value of Christian Apologetics
Christian apologetics is concerned to offer a robust defense
for the truth of Christianity. Hence, training in Christian
apologetics can be of great value for the life and health of
the church. This is because such training helps to instill
within believers a deep confidence that Christianity is really
true. And when one becomes convinced that Christianity is
really true, one is typically more likely to share one’s faith
with  others—and  less  likely  to  abandon  the  faith  when
confronted  with  various  social,  cultural,  and  intellectual
pressures.

Let’s  consider  that  first  point,  that  when  one  becomes
convinced of Christianity’s truth, one is more likely to share
this  truth  with  others.  Many  Christians  admit  to  being
hesitant  about  sharing  their  faith  because  they’re  afraid
someone will ask them a question that they are ill-prepared to
answer.{8} Training in apologetics can help counteract this
fear. Granted, one may still be asked a question that is
difficult  to  answer.  But  apologetics  training  can  help
alleviate the fear associated with such situations by helping
believers understand that good answers are available—even if
they  can’t  remember  what  those  answers  are!  To  give  an
illustration, if I learn that there is excellent evidence that
a particular drug can cure some disease, then I will be far
more confident about sharing this fact with others—even if I
can’t answer all their questions about how the medicine works.
I may not remember exactly how it works, but I do know that
there is very good evidence that it works. And knowing this, I
will naturally be more confident telling others about it, even
if I can’t answer all their questions about how or why.



Moreover, training in apologetics can help insulate believers
from abandoning the faith, for they now know that there are
good reasons to believe that Christianity is really true. Of
course, most people who abandon the faith do
so for non-intellectual reasons. Still, as Paul Chamberlain
observes,  “A  number  of  vocal  critics  who  have  moved  from
Christianity to atheism cite intellectual difficulties with
Christianity” as a prime reason for quitting the faith.{9}
While  apologetics  training  can’t  completely  prevent  such
outcomes, it can make them less likely. After all, it’s far
more difficult to abandon a view once you’ve become sincerely
convinced of its truth.

Our Witness to the World
Over a hundred years ago, the theologian J. Gresham Machen
forcefully argued that, for the faithful Christian, all of
life—including  the  arts  and  sciences  and  every  sphere  of
intellectual  endeavor—must  be  humbly  consecrated  to  the
service of God.{10} Indeed, this should be true not only for
every individual Christian in particular, but for the entire
church in general. Our witness to the world depends on it.

Machen wrote:

Christianity must pervade not merely all nations, but . . .
all of human thought. The Christian, therefore, cannot be
indifferent to any branch of earnest human endeavor. It must
all be brought into some relation to the gospel. It must be
studied either in order to be demonstrated as false, or else
in order to be made useful in advancing the Kingdom of God.
. . . The Church must seek to conquer not merely every man
for Christ, but also the whole of man.{11}

In this article, we’ve been considering the importance of
Christian doctrine and apologetics for the life and health of
the  church.  And  clearly,  Machen’s  proposal  cannot  be



effectively implemented apart from a healthy understanding of
these issues on the part of the church. After all, how can
“all of human thought” be brought “into some relation to the
gospel” unless we first understand what the gospel is? How can
views “be demonstrated as false” unless we first have some
idea of what’s true—and how to reason correctly about it? How
can views “be made useful in advancing the Kingdom of God”
unless we first understand such views, along with how and why
they can be useful in advancing God’s kingdom? If we are ever
to have a hope of carrying out a project like this, in a
manner that is both practically effective and faithful to our
God, then sound Christian doctrine and apologetics must occupy
a central role in our endeavors.

Christian doctrine and apologetics are not antithetical to the
life and health of the church. They are rather of fundamental
importance. Only by knowing what we believe, and why it’s
really true, can we fulfill Peter’s injunction to always be
ready “to make a defense” to anyone who asks about our hope in
Christ (1 Peter 3:15). And only thus can we progress to true
spiritual maturity, avoiding the “craftiness of men in their
deceitful scheming” (Ephesians 4:13-14). So if we care about
the life and health of the church—along with its witness to
the world—we must encourage a healthy dose of respect for
sound Christian doctrine and apologetics.
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The  Value  of  Suffering:  A
Christian Perspective
Sue Bohlin looks at suffering from a Christian perspective. 
Applying  a  biblical  worldview  to  this  difficult  subject
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results in a distinctly different approach to suffering than
our natural inclination of blame and self pity.

 This article is also available in Spanish.

There is no such thing as pointless pain in the life of the
child of God. How this has encouraged and strengthened me in
the valleys of suffering and pain! In this essay I’ll be
discussing the value of suffering, an unhappy non-negotiable
of life in a fallen world.

Suffering Prepares Us to Be the Bride of
Christ
Among the many reasons God allows us to suffer,
this is my personal favorite: it prepares us to be
the radiant bride of Christ. The Lord Jesus has a
big job to do, changing His ragamuffin church into
a  glorious  bride  worthy  of  the  Lamb.  Ephesians
5:26-27 tells us He is making us holy by washing us with the
Word—presenting us to Himself as a radiant church, without
stain or wrinkle or any other blemish. Suffering develops
holiness in unholy people. But getting there is painful in the
Lord’s “laundry room.” When you use bleach to get rid of
stains, it’s a harsh process. Getting rid of wrinkles is even
more  painful:  ironing  means  a  combination  of  heat  plus
pressure. Ouch! No wonder suffering hurts!

But  developing  holiness  in  us  is  a  worthwhile,  extremely
important goal for the Holy One who is our divine Bridegroom.
We learn in Hebrews 12:10 that we are enabled to share in His
holiness through the discipline of enduring hardship. More
ouch! Fortunately, the same book assures us that discipline is
a sign of God’s love (Heb. 12:6). Oswald Chambers reminds us
that “God has one destined end for mankind—holiness. His one
aim is the production of saints.”{1}

It’s also important for all wives, but most especially the
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future wife of the Son of God, to have a submissive heart.
Suffering makes us more determined to obey God; it teaches us
to be submissive. The psalmist learned this lesson as he wrote
in Psalm 119:67: “Before I was afflicted I went astray, but
now I obey your word. It was good for me to be afflicted so
that I might learn your decrees.”

The Lord Jesus has His work cut out for Him in purifying us
for Himself (Titus 2:14). Let’s face it, left to ourselves we
are a dirty, messy, fleshly people, and we desperately need to
be made pure. As hurtful as it is, suffering can purify us if
we submit to the One who has a loving plan for the pain.

Jesus  wants  not  just  a  pure  bride,  but  a  mature  one  as
well—and suffering produces growth and maturity in us. James
1:2-4 reminds us that trials produce perseverance, which makes
us mature and complete. And Romans 5:3-4 tells us that we can
actually  rejoice  in  our  sufferings,  because,  again,  they
produce perseverance, which produces character, which produces
hope. The Lord is creating for Himself a bride with sterling
character,  but  it’s  not  much  fun  getting  there.  I  like
something else Oswald Chambers wrote: “Sorrow burns up a great
amount of shallowness.”{2}

We usually don’t have much trouble understanding that our
Divine Bridegroom loves us; but we can easily forget how much
He longs for us to love Him back. Suffering scoops us out,
making our hearts bigger so that we can hold more love for
Him. It’s all part of a well-planned courtship. He does know
what He’s doing . . . we just need to trust Him.

Suffering Allows Us to Minister Comfort
to Others Who Suffer
One of the most rewarding reasons that suffering has value is
experienced by those who can say with conviction, “I know how
you feel. I’ve been in your shoes.” Suffering prepares us to
minister comfort to others who suffer.



Feeling isolated is one of the hardest parts of suffering. It
can feel like you’re all alone in your pain, and that makes it
so much worse. The comfort of those who have known that same
pain is inexpressible. It feels like a warm blanket being
draped around your soul. But in order for someone to say those
powerful words—”I know just how you feel because I’ve been
there”—that person had to walk through the same difficult
valley first.

Ray  and  I  lost  our  first  baby  when  she  was  born  too
prematurely to survive. It was the most horrible suffering
we’ve ever known. But losing Becky has enabled me to weep with
those  who  weep  with  the  comforting  tears  of  one  who  has
experienced that deep and awful loss. It’s a wound that—by
God’s  grace—has  never  fully  healed  so  that  I  can  truly
empathize with others out of the very real pain I still feel.
Talking about my loss puts me in touch with the unhealed part
of the grief and loss that will always hurt until I see my
daughter  again  in  heaven.  One  of  the  most  incredibly
comforting things we can ever experience is someone else’s
tears for us. So when I say to a mother or father who has also
lost a child, “I hurt with you, because I’ve lost a precious
one too,” my tears bring warmth and comfort in a way that
someone who has never known that pain cannot offer.

One of the most powerful words of comfort I received when we
were grieving our baby’s loss was from a friend who said,
“Your pain may not be about just you. It may well be about
other people, preparing you to minister comfort and hope to
someone in your future who will need what you can give them
because of what you’re going through right now. And if you are
faithful to cling to God now, I promise He will use you
greatly to comfort others later.” That perspective was like a
sweet balm to my soul, because it showed me that my suffering
was not pointless.

There’s another aspect of bringing comfort to those in pain.
Those who have suffered tend not to judge others experiencing



similar suffering. Not being judged is a great comfort to
those who hurt. When you’re in pain, your world narrows down
to mere survival, and it’s easy for others to judge you for
not “following the rules” that should only apply to those
whose lives aren’t being swallowed by the pain monster.

Suffering often develops compassion and mercy in us. Those who
suffer tend to have tender hearts toward others who are in
pain. We can comfort others with the comfort that we have
received from God (2 Cor. 1:4) because we have experienced the
reality  of  the  Holy  Spirit  being  there  for  us,  walking
alongside us in our pain. Then we can turn around and walk
alongside others in their pain, showing the compassion that
our own suffering has produced in us.

Suffering Develops Humble Dependence on
God
Marine Corps recruiter Randy Norfleet survived the Oklahoma
City  bombing  despite  losing  40  percent  of  his  blood  and
needing  250  stitches  to  close  his  wounds.  He  never  lost
consciousness in the ambulance because he was too busy praying
prayers of thanksgiving for his survival. When doctors said he
would probably lose the sight in his right eye, Mr. Norfleet
said, “Losing an eye is a small thing. Whatever brings you
closer  to  God  is  a  blessing.  Through  all  this  I’ve  been
brought closer to God. I’ve become more dependent on Him and
less on myself.”{3}

Suffering is excellent at teaching us humble dependence on
God, the only appropriate response to our Creator. Ever since
the fall of Adam, we keep forgetting that God created us to
depend on Him and not on ourselves. We keep wanting to go our
own way, pretending that we are God. Suffering is powerfully
able to get us back on track.

Sometimes we hurt so much we can’t pray. We are forced to
depend on the intercession of the Holy Spirit and the saints,



needing them to go before the throne of God on our behalf.
Instead  of  seeing  that  inability  to  pray  as  a  personal
failure, we can rejoice that our perception of being totally
needy corresponds to the truth that we really are that needy.
2  Corinthians  1:9  tells  us  that  hardships  and  sufferings
happen “so that we might not rely on ourselves but on God, who
raises the dead.”

Suffering brings a “one day at a time-ness” to our survival.
We get to the point of saying, “Lord, I can only make it
through today if You help me . . . if You take me through
today . . . or the next hour . . . or the next few minutes.”
One of my dearest friends shared with me the prayer from a
heart burning with emotional pain: “Papa, I know I can make it
through the next fifteen minutes if You hold me and walk me
through it.” Suffering has taught my friend the lesson of
total, humble dependence on God.

As painful as it is, suffering strips away the distractions of
life. It forces us to face the fact that we are powerless to
change  other  people  and  most  situations.  The  fear  that
accompanies suffering drives us to the Father like a little
kid burying his face in his daddy’s leg. Recognizing our own
powerlessness is actually the key to experience real power
because we have to acknowledge our dependence on God before
His power can flow from His heart into our lives.

The disciples experienced two different storms out on the
lake. The Lord’s purpose in both storms was to train them to
stop relying on their physical eyes and use their spiritual
eyes. He wanted them to grow in trust and dependence on the
Father. He allows us to experience storms in our lives for the
same purpose: to learn to depend on God.

I love this paraphrase of Romans 8:28: “The Lord may not have
planned  that  this  should  overtake  me,  but  He  has  most
certainly permitted it. Therefore, though it were an attack of
an  enemy,  by  the  time  it  reaches  me,  it  has  the  Lord’s



permission, and therefore all is well. He will make it work
together with all life’s experiences for good.”

Suffering Displays God’s Strength Through
Our Weakness
God never wastes suffering, not a scrap of it. He redeems all
of it for His glory and our blessing. The classic Scripture
for the concept that suffering displays God’s strength through
our weakness is found in 2 Corinthians 12:8-10, where we learn
that  God’s  grace  is  sufficient  for  us,  for  His  power  is
perfected in weakness. Paul said he delighted in weaknesses,
hardships, and difficulties “for when I am weak, then I am
strong.”

Our culture disdains weakness, but our frailty is a sign of
God’s workmanship in us. It gets us closer to what we were
created to be—completely dependent on God. Several years ago I
realized that instead of despising the fact that polio had
left  me  with  a  body  that  was  weakened  and  compromised,
susceptible to pain and fatigue, I could choose to rejoice in
it. My weakness made me more like a fragile, easily broken
window than a solid brick wall. But just as sunlight pours
through a window but is blocked by a wall, I discovered that
other people could see God’s strength and beauty in me because
of the window-like nature of my weakness! Consider how the
Lord Jesus was the exact representation of the glory of the
Father—I  mean,  He  was  all  window  and  no  walls!  He  was
completely dependent on the Father, choosing to become weak so
that God’s strength could shine through Him. And He was the
strongest  person  the  world  has  ever  seen.  Not  His  own
strength; He displayed the Father’s strength because of that
very weakness.

The reason His strength can shine through us is because we
know God better through suffering. One wise man I heard said,
“I got theology in seminary, but I learned reality through



trials. I got facts in Sunday School, but I learned faith
through trusting God in difficult circumstances. I got truth
from  studying,  but  I  got  to  know  the  Savior  through
suffering.”

Sometimes our suffering isn’t a consequence of our actions or
even  someone  else’s.  God  is  teaching  other  beings  about
Himself and His loved ones—us—as He did with Job. The point of
Job’s  trials  was  to  enable  heavenly  beings  to  see  God
glorified in Job. Sometimes He trusts us with great pain in
order  to  make  a  point,  whether  the  intended  audience  is
believers, unbelievers, or the spirit realm. Quadriplegic Joni
Eareckson  Tada,  no  stranger  to  great  suffering,  writes,
“Whether a godly attitude shines from a brain-injured college
student or from a lonely man relegated to a back bedroom, the
response of patience and perseverance counts. God points to
the peaceful attitude of suffering people to teach others
about Himself. He not only teaches those we rub shoulders with
every day, but He instructs the countless millions of angels
and demons. The hosts in heaven stand amazed when they observe
God sustain hurting people with His peace.”{4}

I once heard Charles Stanley say that nothing attracts the
unbeliever  like  a  saint  suffering  successfully.  Joni  Tada
said, “You were made for one purpose, and that is to make God
real to those around you.”{5} The reality of God’s power, His
love, and His character are made very, very real to a watching
world when we trust Him in our pain.

Suffering Gets Us Ready for Heaven
Pain  is  inevitable  because  we  live  in  a  fallen  world.  1
Thessalonians  3:3  reminds  us  that  we  are  “destined  for
trials.” We don’t have a choice whether we will suffer–our
choice is to go through it by ourselves or with God.

Suffering teaches us the difference between the important and
the transient. It prepares us for heaven by teaching us how



unfulfilling  life  on  earth  is  and  helping  us  develop  an
eternal perspective. Suffering makes us homesick for heaven.

Deep suffering of the soul is also a taste of hell. After many
sleepless nights wracked by various kinds of pain, my friend
Jan now knows what she was saved from. Many Christians only
know they’re saved without grasping what it is Christ has
delivered  them  from.  Jan’s  suffering  has  given  her  an
appreciation of the reality of heaven, and she’s been changed
forever.

I  have  an  appreciation  of  heaven  gained  from  a  different
experience. As my body weakens from the lifelong impact of
polio, to be honest, I have a deep frustration with it that
makes  me  grateful  for  the  perfect,  beautiful,  completely
working resurrection body waiting for me on the other side. My
husband once told me that heaven is more real to me than
anyone  he  knows.  Suffering  has  done  that  for  me.  Paul
explained  what  happens  in  2  Corinthians  4:16-18:

“Though outwardly we are wasting away, yet inwardly we are
being  renewed  day  by  day.  For  our  light  and  momentary
troubles are achieving for us an eternal glory that far
outweighs them all. So we fix our eyes not on what is seen,
but on what is unseen, for what is seen is temporary, but
what is unseen is eternal.”

One of the effects of suffering is to loosen our grasp on this
life, because we shouldn’t be thinking that life in a fallen
world is as wonderful as we sometimes think it is. Pastor Dick
Bacon once said, “If this life were easy, we’d just love it
too much. If God didn’t make it painful, we’d never let go of
it.” Suffering reminds us that we live in an abnormal world.
Suffering is abnormal–our souls protest, “This isn’t right!”
We need to be reminded that we are living in the post-fall
“Phase 2.” The perfect Phase 1 of God’s beautiful, suffering-
free creation was ruined when Adam and Eve fell. So often,



people wonder what kind of cruel God would deliberately make a
world so full of pain and suffering. They’ve lost track of
history.  The  world  God  originally  made  isn’t  the  one  we
experience. Suffering can make us long for the new heaven and
the new earth where God will set all things right again.

Sometimes suffering literally prepares us for heaven. Cheryl’s
in-laws,  both  beset  by  lingering  illnesses,  couldn’t
understand why they couldn’t just die and get it over with.
But after three long years of holding on, during a visit from
Cheryl’s pastor, the wife trusted Christ on her deathbed and
the husband received assurance of his salvation. A week later
the wife died, followed in six months by her husband. They had
continued to suffer because of God’s mercy and patience, who
did not let them go before they were ready for heaven.

Suffering  dispels  the  cloaking  mists  of  inconsequential
distractions of this life and puts things in their proper
perspective. My friend Pete buried his wife a few years ago
after  a  battle  with  Lou  Gehrig’s  disease.  One  morning  I
learned that his car had died on the way to church, and I said
something about what a bummer it was. Pete just shrugged and
said, “This is nothing.” That’s what suffering will do for us.
Trials are light and momentary afflictions . . . but God
redeems them all.

Notes
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5. Tada, 118.
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How to Kill Sin: John Owen’s
The Mortification of Sin
Paul  Rutherford  provides  an  overview  of  the  Puritan  John
Owen’s classic book The Mortification of Sin.

In my early twenties I confessed to a friend an ongoing battle
with  sin.  He  suggested  I  read  John  Owen’s  book,  The
Mortification of Sin{1}. I wish I had read it back then. It
would have saved me so much pain in my battle against sin.

So I want to help you in that same way by sharing
some of Owen’s key insights in the battle against
sin.

Let’s begin with the title. Mortification, what does that word
mean? Broadly speaking, it means to kill or put to death. The
Latin root from which this English word is derived, “mort-“ or
“mors” means death. Mortificare—to kill.{2} Other examples of
this root include mortuary, mortician, and mortgage.

Simply put, mortification means death, but note the dictionary
also lists “shame” and “humiliation” as definitions as well.
So mortification involves death. More to the point, Owen wants
you  to  kill  sin.  More  importantly,  he  makes  a  case  that
Scripture commands you to kill sin.

This message today is not for everyone. It’s only appropriate
if you believe in Jesus. Early in the work Owen gravely warns
those who would mortify sin, but do so without first believing
in Jesus.

I would warn you as well. Please don’t sit here and read
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another minute if you have not put your faith in Jesus Christ
for your righteousness, for your salvation. If you’re reading
this right now and have never made a confession of faith, and
you’re ready, please do so now. Just talk to God and tell him
you believe that Jesus is Lord, that He died for your sins,
was buried, and raised from the dead, and you are putting your
trust in Him. Then tell someone you know who already believes.
It will be the most important thing you do, ever.

If you’re still reading, then let’s press on. Owen discusses
at length what it means to kill sin, how to do it effectively,
and why you should do it.

But before we jump in, remember John Owen was a 17th century
English pastor and theologian. This is not his first book, and
at the time he composed it, he was Vice-Chancellor at the
University of Oxford. Owen has academic credentials. But this
book  is  more  devotional  than  academic.  Owen  draws  from
personal experience. It is not merely intellectual. He meant
for it to be practiced.

What is Mortification?
John Owen wrote The Mortification of Sin in England in 1656.
Mortification means death, or in this case to kill. . .sin.
That’s what we covered in the previous section. This matters
because your life is at stake here. In chapter two, Owen warns
us with this now famous quote, “Be killing sin or it will be
killing you.” That is probably the most famous quote from that
book.

Did you catch the significance of that quote? Sin will kill
you. That’s why this is a big deal. That’s why this matters.
That’s  also  why  sin’s  presence  requires  such  a  drastic
response. It must be killed. James tells us that “[S]in when
it is fully grown brings forth death.”{3}

Your  best  option—the  most  effective  option—your  only  real



option is to kill sin. Just like John Owen said. Kill it. Or
it will kill you. Because trust me. It will kill you—in every
way:  physically,  spiritually,  emotionally,
intellectually—every  way.

Owen quickly reminds us this is impossible in a complete,
ultimate,  or  perfect  sense,  until  Jesus  comes  back,  not
before.{4} So until then we mortify sin.{5}

Now let’s talk about mortification. Let’s talk about killing
sin. What exactly does that mean? Sin is an abstract thing,
not a biological organism. How do you kill an abstract thing?
Owen’s instruction is clear: “utterly destroy it” or, make it
cease to be.

Owen defines the process of mortification three ways: sin gets
weaker, you fight against it constantly, and you have full
success over it.{6}

So then mortification means to weaken sin, or drain it of its
power.  It  means  the  desire  to  sin  decreases  in  degree,
frequency, and quality. That comes as you “crucify the flesh
with its passions and desires,” as we read in Galatians 5:24.

Mortification also means to fight sin constantly. You have an
enemy. Employ any means necessary to destroy his work. The
contest will be vigorous and hazardous.

Finally, mortification is success against sin in any given
moment. This isn’t merely resisting temptation. Owen has more
in view here; it is recognizing temptation, bringing it before
Christ, pursuing sin to its root, and conquering it in Jesus’
strength.

Before we discuss how to do this, for clarity let’s talk about
how not to mortify sin.



How NOT to Mortify Sin
Mortification means to kill, and the point of John Owen’s book
The Mortification of Sin is to kill sin. Nothing short of your
life is at stake here since sin always leads to death.{7}

Sin is not to be trifled with. It cost Jesus His life.

Owen himself covers what mortification is NOT in the book,
before he defines what it is. So now we will follow his lead.

Mortification is commonly mistaken. It is tricky to identify
properly. Four things frequently masquerade as mortification,
when they are in fact not. These four are: faking it, having a
calm disposition, cross-addiction, and behavior modification.

Faking  it,  the  first  instance  of  false  mortification,  is
making yourself look good on the outside, instances where
outward  signs  of  sin  are  obvious—compulsive  spending,  for
example. You may choose not to buy something the next time
you’re tempted, but that outward choice is not the root of
sin. The root is inside. It goes deeper.

The root is the belief that material will fill that void
inside. Owen further points out hypocrisy as a real danger
here. Not only did you not mortify the sin, you are now making
it look as if you have.

Mortification is also not simply a calm disposition. Some sins
are obvious, visible, even violent in nature. In these cases
if you become more calm, more quiet, more gentle, it could
appear on the outside as if the sin is gone. In fact it is
not. Owen reminds us that mortification is more than a simple
change in disposition.

Mortification is also not replacing one vice for another. For
example, if the presenting sin is addiction to pornography,
keeping yourself from erotic material may appear as victory
unless  you  pick  up  the  bottle.  Now  you  simply  exchanged



pornography for alcohol. You exhibit a cross-addiction. This,
too, is not mortification.

Mortification is also not mere change in behavior. Surely you
have  made  a  big  change  before—created  a  new  habit,  lost
weight, something, even a New Year’s resolution. You can force
the behavior for a while—maybe even through February! You can
make yourself do what you’ve resolved. But eventually, that
old habit creeps back; unless some real changes are made, it’s
merely a shift in behavior. This also is not mortification.

What is mortification, then? How do you do it?

How to Mortify Sin
After all this preliminary discussion, you probably want to
know how you can kill sin, conquer it, and be victorious,
because if you don’t it will kill you, as Owen himself says in
the book.

Here’s the bad news, though. You can’t mortify your sin. You
will  have  no  victory  over  sin  by  employing  any  method  I
recommend to you. Now, don’t despair! This doesn’t mean you
can’t experience victory! God forbid. Rather, it is God’s will
for you to find victory over the curse of sin. What I mean
here is that mortification is not something you do. It is
instead something God does, namely the Holy Spirit.

Only the Holy Spirit can mortify sin, kill sin in the flesh.
Only He is strong enough to put to death the old man.

So what do you do, then? Here are Owen’s words. “Set faith at
work on Christ for the killing of thy sin. His blood is the
great sovereign remedy for sin-sick souls. Live in this, and
thou wilt die a conqueror. Yea, thou wilt, through the good
providence of God, live to see thy lust dead at thy feet.”{8}

The way to mortify sin is to set faith at work. Put your faith
to work. Believe in the work Jesus did on the cross. His



sacrifice is your remedy. That’s how you kill sin—you don’t.
You believe in the power of Christ’s atoning sacrifice on the
cross, and let Christ kill it for you.

It’s freeing really. Would you want the responsibility of
killing the broken flesh within you? I don’t. Owen goes on to
add two more points of substance. First “fill your soul” with
the  provision  of  Christ.  I  might  call  that  meditation.
Meditate on Christ. Fill your mind with His provision.

The second point is to expect relief in Christ. Owen reasons
that if Christ’s blood is enough to make you righteous—and if
the Spirit is strong enough to mortify your flesh, then expect
it’s going to happen. It may not be instantaneous. Anyone
who’s been walking with Christ for some time will affirm this.
It’s  a  slow  and  difficult,  often  painful  process,  but
definitely  a  good  one.

So that is how you mortify sin. You don’t. You let the Spirit
do it. Your job is to believe by faith.

Conclusion
What have we learned so far? If you are following in the
footsteps of Jesus, you need to mortify, or put to death, sin
in your life. If you don’t it will kill you.

This is not a popular message. I admit. Sin is not a fun
topic. But Scripture is clear. Sin must be put to death.
Owen’s book, while dating over three hundred years back, could
be neither more timely nor more appropriate for you today.

Owen admonishes the sincere believer to kill indwelling sin
without delay. He warns the unbeliever this is impossible
without Jesus Christ. Jesus is absolutely essential to the
success  and  continued  process  of  mortification.  To  do
otherwise is the “soul and substance of all false religion in
the world.”{9}



If you believe in Jesus and you are stuck in your sin, maybe
you’re trapped in addiction, this book is for you. Mortify
sin.

“Set faith at work on Christ for the killing of thy sin.”{10}
You believe in His Son for salvation. Believe Him now for the
deliverance of your soul from the power of indwelling sin.

It is not easy. You will struggle every day against sin. The
bad news here is that you carry the problem with you. Your
flesh is broken. It remains unregenerate until the day of
Christ. Your soul is secure eternally by the blood of Christ,
and one day you will receive a gloriously new body. But for
now, we struggle.

But consider Jesus’ promise in that struggle: “I have told you
all this so that you may have peace in me. Here on earth you
will have many trials and sorrows. But take heart, because I
have overcome the world.”{11}

Mortification is not for the faint of heart. But it is good.
Your sin does not define you. God does. And he says you are
fearfully and wonderfully made.{12} He paid the price of your
sin. It was an awful lot. But he loves you that much.

Trust him today. Trust in his Word. And trust in the community
of saints He provided for you. Confess your sin to them today.
Do you want to fully live? Then kill sin.
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Heresy: Nothing New Under the
Sun
Kerby Anderson provides an overview of some ancient Christian
heresies  that  are  still  being  embraced  today:  legalism,
gnosticism, mysticism, and marcionism.

In this article we address ancient heresies that still exist
in only a slightly different form today. Jesus warned us in
Matthew 13:24-25 that the “kingdom of heaven may be compared
to a man who sowed good seed in his field.” But then there is
a twist in the story.

“But while his men were sleeping, his enemy came and sowed
tares among the wheat, and went away. But when the wheat
sprouted  and  bore  grain,  then  the  tares  became  evident
also.”

Later Jesus explained the parable. The wheat is the
“people of the kingdom.” The tares are the “people
of the evil one.” The illustration would make sense
to people living in the first century. There was
even a Roman law against sowing tares in another
person’s  field.  Some  have  called  it  a  “primitive  form  of
bioterrorism.”

https://probe.org/heresy-nothing-new-under-the-sun/
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Jesus  is  teaching  that  both  true  Christians  and  false
Christians will live together. They both may even go to church
and seem like Christians. But the false Christians believe and
spread heresy within the church and into society.

Paul also warned about false teaching and heresy. In what
might have been his last epistle, he warned Timothy that: “For
the time will come when they will not endure sound doctrine;
but wanting to have their ears tickled, they will accumulate
for themselves teachers in accordance to their own desires,
and will turn away their ears from the truth and will turn
aside to myths.” (2 Timothy 4:3)

Peter also gave a warning that these false teachers will come
from inside the church. “But false prophets also arose among
the people, just as there will also be false teachers among
you, who will secretly introduce destructive heresies, even
denying the Master who bought them, bringing swift destruction
upon  themselves.  Many  will  follow  their  sensuality,  and
because of them the way of the truth will be maligned; and in
their greed they will exploit you with false words.” (2 Peter
2:1)

Notice that these heresies and false teachers will arise from
among you. They will secretly introduce these heresies. And
they will use greed and sensuality to seduce Christians. Jude
(1:4)  also  adds  that  these  false  teachers  “have  crept  in
unnoticed” and “turn the grace of our God into licentiousness
and deny our only Master and Lord, Jesus Christ.”

In this article we look at heresies in the past that can be
found in a slightly altered form today. Just as believers in
the  first  century  were  warned  about  false  teachers  and
destructive heresies, so we need to warn each other today
about these heresies in the 21st century.

Ecclesiastes 1:9 reminds us that there is “nothing new under
the sun.” As we will see below, that is true of these ancient



heresies.

Legalism
Legalism is an ancient heresy going all the way back to the
first century. Paul in his letter to the Colossians (2:16-17)
said, “Therefore, no one is to act as your judge in regard to
food or drink or in respect to a festival or a new moon or a
Sabbath-day things which are a mere shadow of what is to come;
but the substance belongs to Christ.” He warned them about
those in their midst who were taking them captive through the
subtle lies of legalism.

You might notice that what is listed in these verses are not
instructions  on  purity  or  righteousness.  Rather  they  are
specific Old Testament practices that were given to Israel
before the coming of Christ. The Passover is a foreshadowing
of  Christ’s  sacrifice  as  the  Lamb  of  God.  While  the
deliverance of Israel is significant, consider how much more
significant  is  Christ’s  death  which  provides  us  with
deliverance from the slavery of sin and separation from God.
The previous feasts and festivals are no longer necessary now
that we have Christ in our lives.

Jesus addressed legalism among the Pharisees and scribes. They
established  all  sorts  of  rules  and  regulations  that  were
binding on all Jews. Starting with the law, they set out to
compile the various oral traditions and even began to develop
interpretations  of  these  laws.  In  the  end,  they  even  had
interpretations of the interpretations that were collected in
numerous volumes.

By the time of Christ, the Pharisees and the scribes were
actually following the traditions of men rather than the law
of God. Jesus pointedly asked them, “Why do you break the
commandment of God for the sake of your tradition?” (Matthew
15:3) Jesus also condemned the Pharisees by saying, “You also
outwardly appear righteous to men, but inside you are full of



hypocrisy and lawlessness” (Matthew 23:28). Jesus therefore
accused them, on numerous occasions, of being hypocrites.

Legalism is our attempt to produce righteousness apart from
God.  We  are  challenged  to  follow  additional  rules  and
regulations that we believe will merit favor before God. But
in the end, these unbiblical rules bind us and drain the joy
from our lives.

When we give people an ever expanding “to-do list” that is
uncoupled from God’s power, we wear people down and ultimately
drive people away from the gospel. Paul warned Timothy that in
the  last  days  there  would  be  people  “having  a  form  of
godliness but denying its power” (2 Timothy 3:5). He counsels
him to avoid such people.

Gnosticism
Gnosticism is an ancient heresy that surfaced in the last
century, partially because of the discovery of the Gnostic
Gospels.  The  Gnostics  were  prevalent  in  the  first  few
centuries after the time of Christ. The word gnosis means
“knowledge.”  The  focus  was  on  hidden  knowledge  that
contradicted  biblical  revelation.

For  example,  the  Gnostics  denied  the  existence  of  sin.
Instead, they proposed that the world was corrupted by the
demiurge who created it and rules over it. If they believed in
sin, they would say that the only sin is ignorance.

The Gnostics taught that Jesus came not to save the world but
to impart special knowledge that would lead us to what they
called a “divine pleroma.” If you were fortunately to find
this knowledge, then you would achieve salvation.

In the first centuries, the Gnostics presented themselves as
Christians and worked to popularize their ideas among the
growing church of believers. They also produced their own
texts (Gospel of Mary, Gospel of Thomas, Gospel of Judas).



Iraenaeus  was  a  church  father  who  wrote  a  critique  of
Gnosticism in AD 180. He explained that the Gnostics used the
Bible alongside their own texts to demonstrate their “perverse
interpretations”  and  “deceitful  expositions.”  They  also
reinterpreted parables and allegories from the Old Testament
in a fraudulent manner.

Nevertheless, Gnosticism appealed to many Christians in the
first centuries because it had many elements that were very
similar to Christianity. They believed in Father, Son, and
Holy Spirit. They quoted from the Bible. They practiced some
of the sacraments.

Many of these same heretical ideas appeal to Christians today.
Leaders of progressive Christianity argue that they have a
more mature view of God and the Bible. These leaders believe
they have special knowledge that allows them to set aside the
standard interpretations of biblical passages. One evangelical
pastor  said:  “The  church  will  continue  to  be  even  more
irrelevant when it quotes letters from 2,000 years ago as
their best defense.”{1}

The Gnostics and modern heretics claim sources of knowledge
outside the Bible. They say we know so much more now that the
early Christians. C.S. Lewis refers to this as “chronological
snobbery.” They assume they know better than any believer in
the past.

Today, we have people claiming to know what the Bible really
means  and  invite  you  to  join  them  as  they  impart  their
“special knowledge” to you. More than ever we should be alert
to such leaders who will ultimately lead us away from the true
Gospel.

Mysticism
Mysticism is another ancient heresy that we still see today.
When Paul wrote to the Colossians (2:18-19), he warned them



about false teachers who would attempt to seduce them into
mystical ideas: “Let no one keep defrauding you of your prize
by delighting in self-abasement and the worship of the angels,
taking his stand on visions he has seen, inflated without
cause by his fleshly mind, and not holding fast to the head,
from whom the entire body, being supplied and held together by
the joints and ligaments, grows with a growth which is from
God.”

The word mysticism comes from the Greek word (mystes) for the
mystery religions that existed at the time Paul was writing to
these Christians. He is describing someone who is “taking his
stand on visions he has seen.” In other words, this is a
person who has had some vision and is mixing that vision with
the revelation of Scripture.

At the time Paul was writing to a church that was a mixture of
Jews and Gentiles. Many were young Christians and may have
brought their pagan ideas into the church. This would include
the idea that you receive spiritual revelations by entering
into  an  ecstatic  state.  These  Christians  also  lived  in  a
culture where many claimed they were receiving visions from
the gods. If these young Christians did not have discernment,
they might actually believe that someone who has these visions
was spiritually superior to them.

Mysticism has been a major area of cultural captivity both in
church history and even in our present day. We see in Paul’s
letter to the church in Corinth, that believers were confused
about speaking in tongues and other spiritual manifestations.
Some of the believers were essentially “babes in Christ” who
could not handle the solid food of God’s word. He reminded
them that when they were pagans, they had been led astray (1
Corinthians 12:1-3). Because of their previous exposure to
paganism, they were vulnerable to false doctrine.

Throughout church history, certain churches and denominations
have brought mystical rituals and practices into their worship



experience.  They  may  take  the  form  of  chants,  icons,  or
prescribed practices not found in Scripture but part of a
tradition that borrows heavily from mystical ideas. And many
of these practices are found today not only in North American
churches but in churches in other parts of the world.

Mysticism is quite prevalent outside of the church and can
have a strong cultural influence on Christians. Many of the
books  on  the  best-seller  lists  over  the  last  few  decades
dealing with spirituality are not books that promote biblical
Christianity  but  rather  books  that  promote  an  Eastern
philosophy  of  religion  or  the  New  Age  Movement.

Marcionism
Marcionism was taught by a theologian named Marcion in the
second  century.  Although  some  of  his  ideas  parallel
Gnosticism, he made a distinction between the God of the Old
Testament and the teachings of Jesus in the New Testament. He
taught that the benevolent God of the gospels who sent Jesus
was inconsistent with the mean, vindictive, malevolent God of
the Old Testament. Hence, he concluded they were two different
deities.

He also considered himself a follower of Paul, who he preached
was the only true apostle of Jesus Christ. In fact, he even
created  his  own  “Scriptures”  that  included  ten  of  Paul’s
epistles  and  the  Gospel  of  Marcion  (which  was  a  shorter
version and highly edited version of the Gospel of Luke). He
emphasized Paul because he felt he freed Christianity from the
Jewish Scriptures.

He  also  rejected  most  of  the  orthodox  teachings  of
Christianity. For example, he rejected the ideas of God’s
wrath  and  rejected  the  ideas  of  hell  and  judgment.  Those
ideas, according to him, were tied to the God of the Old
Testament, whom he called the Demiurge. That God was merely a
jealous tribal deity of the Jews and represented a legalistic



view of justice.

A similar idea exists even today. For example, one evangelical
theologian said this: “The Bible is an ancient book and we
shouldn’t be surprised to see it act like one. So seeing God
portrayed as a violent, tribal warrior is not how God is but
how  he  was  understood  to  be  by  the  ancient  Israelites
community  with  god  in  their  time  and  place.”{2}

We  might  add  that  an  increasing  number  of  pastors  and
Christians no longer want to talk about God’s wrath and refuse
to teach what the Bible does say about hell and judgment.
Books and articles are being written denying the existence of
hell. Instead, they teach universal salvation for all.

Jesus talked more about hell than he talked about heaven. In
Luke 16 he describes it as a great chasm that does not allow
people to cross to the other side. In Matthew 25 he predicts a
future in which people will be separated into two groups. One
will enter heaven. The others will be banished to “eternal
fire.”

We live in a world where heresy, false teaching, and a false
gospel  are  proliferating.  That  is  why  we  need  to  develop
biblical discernment. Paul said he was amazed that some of the
early Christians adopted “a different gospel” which he said
was a distorted gospel of Christ. He added, “If we, or an
angel from heaven, should preach to you a gospel contrary to
what we have preached to you, he is to be accursed” (Galatians
1:6-8).

These ancient heresies are being preached today. We need to
return to the essential gospel and sound biblical teaching.
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Living  With  an  Eternal
Perspective
Sue Bohlin considers several ways to develop a way of seeing
our earthly life as part of the much bigger picture that
extends into eternity.

What Does It Mean To Live With an Eternal
Perspective?
Years ago, after spending his whole life on the mission field,
a career missionary made his final trip home on a passenger
ship. One of the other people on his sailing was a celebrity,
and as the ship made its way into the harbor, all those on
board beheld a huge throng of well wishers at the pier with
signs and instruments to celebrate the famous person’s return.

The  missionary  stood  at  the  railing,  watching
wistfully, knowing that not a soul was there for
him. He said, “Lord, I’ve served You my whole life.
Look at all the recognition and revelry for that
famous  person,  and  there’s  nobody  here  for  me.  It  hurts,
Lord.”

He heard the still, small voice say, “You’re not home yet,
son.”

https://probe.org/living-with-an-eternal-perspective/
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I love this story that helps me keep in mind the big picture
that includes the eternal, unseen realm, and the long picture
that extends into the forever that awaits on the other side of
death.

The apostle Paul had a firm grasp on what it means to live
with an eternal perspective. We can especially see this in 2
Corinthians 4:16-18—

So we do not lose heart. Though our outer self is wasting
away, our inner self is being renewed day by day. For this
light momentary affliction is preparing for us an eternal
weight of glory beyond all comparison, as we look not to the
things that are seen but to the things that are unseen. For
the things that are seen are transient, but the things that
are unseen are eternal.

In these verses, Paul provides three aspects of an eternal
perspective that kept him from losing heart, despite living
with profound physical persecution and assault such as being
hammered with stones, whipped by a cat-o’-nine-tails, beaten
with rods, and shipwrecked. He knew what it was to go without
sleep, food or drink, sometimes he was cold and naked. The man
knew what it was to suffer! (2 Corinthians 11:23-29)

But Paul had a sort of spiritual periscope that allowed him to
“see above” into the spirit realm while continuing to “live
below” in this physical world. He saw the contrast between our
bodies and our souls, how earthly affliction prepares us for
glory, and the need to focus on the unseen and eternal rather
than the seen and temporary.

Paul’s Eternal Perspective
The  apostle  Paul  showed  us  in  2  Corinthians  4  that  he
understood what it was to live with an eternal perspective. He
understood that our bodies can be growing older and weaker on
the outside, while our spirits are growing stronger, brighter,



and more mature on the inside. I get that; as a polio survivor
who has also needed both my hips replaced, I am very aware
that  I  keep  getting  weaker  the  longer  I  live  in  this
compromised body. But I also know the beauty and glory of
Jesus making me more and more like Himself, day by day, so by
His grace I can keep growing in vitality and joy on the
inside! I may have diminishing energy in my body, but my
spiritual energy capacity keeps getting bigger!

Paul also understood that the hard parts of living in a fallen
world,  much  less  living  with  the  pains  and  trials  of
persecution, are merely a “light and momentary affliction”
compared  to  what’s  waiting  on  the  other  side:  an  eternal
weight of glory beyond all comparison. Even horrible pain on
earth is still “light and momentary” compared to the infinite
length and glory of eternity with Christ. We can see how the
Lord Jesus modeled this understanding as He faced the cross,
and Hebrews tells us that He “despised its shame” because He
was valuing the glory of the joy set before Him (12:2)

And Paul understood that we can shift our focus from the
visible and temporary things of this world, to the unseen and
eternal things of the spirit realm. We have to work at seeing
the unseen and eternal. We do that with the eyes of our hearts
(Ephesians 1:18). We do that by training ourselves to view
everything through the lens of God’s word.

I’ve been working at developing an eternal perspective for
years. For me, it’s about connecting the dots between earthly
things and heavenly things.

I look at earthly things and wonder, “How does this connect to
the spirit realm? How does this connect to what is unseen and
eternal?”  For  examples,  look  at  my  blog  posts,  such  as
Glorious  Morning  Glories  [probe.org/glorious-morning-
glories/],  Back  Infections  and  Heart  Infections
[probe.org/back-infections-and-heart-infections/],  Cruise
Ships, Roller Coasters and Attitudes [probe.org/cruise-ships-
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roller-coasters-and-attitudes/],  and  Blowing  Past  Greatness
[probe.org/blowing-past-greatness/].

Jesus’ parables are the world’s best examples of using the
physical  to  provide  understanding  of  the  eternal.  He  was
always  connecting  the  dots  between  the  things  He  was
surrounded by—different types of soil, lost coins and sheep
and sons, a wedding banquet—and explaining how these things
related to the Kingdom of Heaven.

One of the most important prayers we can ask is, “Lord, help
me see Your hand at work”—and then intentionally looking for
it. For years I have kept a “God Sightings” Journal where I
recorded evidence of God intervening in my life and the lives
of others I have seen. I love to ask my friends and mentees,
“Do you any God Sightings to share?” to help them identify the
hand of God in their lives.

An Eternal Perspective on Suffering
As we talk about living with an eternal perspective, let’s
remember that we live in a permanent battle zone of spiritual
warfare. We have an enemy who hates us because He hates God.
He and his fellow demons continually attack us with lies and
deceptions. Some are personal, but many of them constitute the
cultural water we swim in.

When we forget that we live in a culture of anti-God, anti-
truth,  it’s  like  going  out  in  our  underwear,  needlessly
exposing ourselves. Living with an eternal perspective means
staying  vigilant,  donning  our  spiritual  armor  (Ephesians
6:10-18) and using it to fight back against the lies of the
enemy.

Spiritual  warfare  is  HARD.  It  means  suffering.  Sometimes
physical, most often mental—because spiritual warfare is waged
on the battlefield of the mind. But the suffering of spiritual
warfare  is  temporary,  because  the  vast  majority  of  the
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believer’s life will be spent in heaven where warfare of all
kinds will be a distant memory.

But  for  right  now,  suffering  is  still  part  of  life,  and
developing and maintaining an eternal perspective really helps
us remind ourselves of the larger truth. Romans 8:18 says that
“our present sufferings are not worth comparing with the glory
that  will  be  revealed  in  us.”  Being  faithful  when  we’re
suffering means glory in the future.

My friend Holly has battled cancer three times on top of the
horribleness of cystic fibrosis. She suffers literally every
day of her life. Yet, with a beautiful, godly stubbornness,
she reminds herself of what is true: “What if the worst thing
happens? Oh wait, it can’t. The worst thing that can possibly
happen  to  anyone  is  to  die  apart  from  Christ  and  spend
eternity in torment. For me, to die means instant joy and
relief in the arms of my Savior!”

Like  Joni  Eareckson  Tada,  my  friend  Chris  has  lived  with
quadriplegia for almost fifty years. What comes to mind when I
think of Chris is two words: “sweet joy.” Because of his
eternal perspective, Chris knows his suffering is temporary,
and he chooses not to give into self-pity. People are drawn to
him like honey because of how he radiates Jesus.

And then there’s me. I’ve lived with a disability my whole
life. As a polio survivor, I have walked every step with a
very noticeable limp. Living with an eternal perspective means
that, by the grace of God, I know I will receive a beautiful,
strong,  perfectly  healthy  resurrection  body  in  heaven.  My
polio days are limited, but my resurrection body days will be
unlimited! Meanwhile, I get to see God use my disability for
His  glory  and  others’  good  in  ways  I  never  would  have
imagined.  It  really  is  okay!
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Remembering the Long View
Another  aspect  of  living  with  an  eternal  perspective  is
focusing on the reality that our time on earth is short,
especially compared to the never-ending life on the other side
of death.

One of my favorite questions is to ask, “A hundred years from
now, when you are face to face with Jesus in heaven, what do
you want to be glad you chose today? Indulging your flesh and
doing whatever you think will make you happy right now, or
making choices that honor God and bless other people?”

Probably my favorite question remains an essential part of my
eternal perspective: passing everything through the grid of
the great question, “In the scope of eternity, what does this
matter?” [probe.org/in-the-scope-of-eternity/]The frustrations
of traffic? Not getting our way? A loved one who does not know
Christ? The answer determines what is worth getting upset
about, what we should just let go, and where we should be
investing time in prayer.

We can remember the long view by pre-deciding now that we will
use our earthly days fully, engaged in ministry, as long as
God gives us breath.

Years ago, my view of living with an eternal perspective was
shaped by the story of a lady who decided to start college in
her 70s. When they asked her why she would do such a thing
when her life was basically over, she said, “Oh no! It’s not
over! I’m preparing for the next part of my life in heaven!
The more equipped I can get on earth, the more ready I’ll be
for what the Lord has for me on the other side!”

Another lady was homebound because she was so disabled. She
got the word out that every afternoon, her home was open for
anyone who needed prayer. Some days it was like there was a
revolving door, so many coming and going! She had a vibrant
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ministry  in  the  waning  days  of  her  life  because  she  was
determined to use her remaining earthly days fully, to the
glory of God.

One  of  my  friends  is  a  TSA  [Transportation  Security
Administration, part of the U.S. Government] agent at a major
airport.  She  diligently  reminds  herself  daily  that  every
traveler who comes through the security line is infinitely
valuable because they are made in the image of God, and Jesus
died for them. She showers kindness on them because they are
so important. One of her co-workers, for whom work is just a
job where he punches a time clock, once told her, “In twelve
months you’ll stop being nice to everyone.” We don’t think so.
(Especially  since  she’s  already  had  this  job  for  several
years.)  She  works  at  maintaining  an  eternal  perspective,
seeing the unseen.

In the time you have now, live well, to the glory of God. Keep
reminding yourself that everything we do now has an eternal
impact. Our choices, our behaviors, our words, ripple into
eternity. Which is why we need to seek to do everything for
the glory of God.

Eternal Perspective is What God Sees
As a mom of littles, Nicole Johnson was feeling sorry for
herself when she met with a friend who had just returned from
Europe. She writes,

“My friend turned to me with a beautifully wrapped package,
and said, ‘I brought you this.’ It was a book on the great
cathedrals of Europe. I wasn’t exactly sure why she’d given
it to me until I read her inscription: ‘With admiration for
the greatness of what you are building when no one sees.’

“In the days ahead I would read—no, devour—the book. And I
would discover what would become for me, four life-changing
truths, after which I could pattern my work:



“1) No one can say who built the great cathedrals—we have no
record of their names.

“2) These builders gave their whole lives for a work they
would
never see finished.

“3) They made great sacrifices and expected no credit.

“4) The passion of their building was fueled by their faith
that the eyes of God saw everything.

“There’s a story in the book about a rich man who came to
visit the cathedral while it was being built, and he saw a
workman carving a tiny bird on the inside of a beam. He was
puzzled and asked the man, ‘Why are you spending so much
time carving that bird into a beam that will be covered by
the roof? No one will ever see it.’

“And the workman replied, ‘Because God sees it.’{1}

Living with an eternal perspective as we make choices and
invest our time to glorify God is like building a cathedral
that we won’t be able to see finished.

It means living with the long view in mind, aware that the
things we can see, hear, and feel are temporary, but the
spiritual realm is permanent.

An eternal perspective means that the things you do that no
one sees but God—the unseen and eternal—they matter!

God tells us in Isaiah that our purpose in life is to glorify
Him (43:7). Paul puts a point on this in 1 Corinthians 10:31:
“Whether you eat or drink or whatever you do, do it all for
the glory of God.”

And that’s the key to living with an eternal perspective.

Notes
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Did Adam Really Exist?
Were Adam and Eve really the first pair of humans? Rick Wade
responds to theistic evolution and OT scholar Peter Enns’
belief the human race did not begin with Adam.

Paul and Adam
In 2011, Christianity Today reported on the growing acceptance
of theistic evolution in the evangelical community and one
possible implication of it. If humans did evolve along with
other species, was there a real historical first couple? Did
Adam and Eve really exist?

In  this  article  I’ll  address  a  couple  of  theological
problems this claim raises and a question of interpretation.
I’ll look at the views of evangelical Old Testament scholar
Peter Enns who denies a historical Adam; not, however, to
single him out as a target, but rather because he raises the
important issues in his writings.

Enns denies a historical Adam for two main reasons. One is
that, as far as he is concerned, the matter of evolution is
settled. There was no first human couple.{1} The other is his
belief that Genesis 1 describes the origins of the world in
the mythological framework of the ancient Near East, and thus
isn’t historical, and that Genesis 2 describes the origins of
Israel, not human origins.{2} So Genesis doesn’t intend to
teach a historical Adam and Eve, and evolutionary science has
proved that they couldn’t have existed.
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Let’s begin with the question of how sin entered the world if
there were no Adam.

In Romans chapter 5, the apostle Paul says sin, condemnation,
and  death  came  through  the  act  of  a  man,  Adam.  This  is
contrasted with the act of another man, Jesus, which brought
grace and righteousness.

However, if there were no historical Adam, where did sin come
from?  Enns  says  the  Bible  doesn’t  tell  us.{3}  The  Old
Testament  gives  no  indication,  he  says,  “that  Adam’s
disobedience  is  the  cause  of  universal  sin,  death,  and
condemnation, as Paul seems to argue.”{4} Paul was a man of
his  time  who  drew  from  a  common  understanding  of  human
beginnings  to  explain  the  universality  of  sin.  Enns
acknowledges universal sin and the need for a Savior.{5} He
just doesn’t know how this situation came about. The fact that
Adam didn’t exist, Enns believes, does nothing to take away
from Paul’s main point, namely, that salvation comes only
through Christ for all people, both Jews and Gentiles. Is this
true?

Paul and Adam: A Response
There are a few problems with this interpretation. First,
there is a logical problem. Theologian Richard Gaffin points
out that, in Rom. 5:12, 17, and 18, a connection is made
between the “one man” through whom sin came and the “all” to
whom it was spread. If sin really didn’t come in through the
“one”—Adam—and spread to the “all”—you and me—how do we take
seriously Paul’s further declaration that “one man’s act of
righteousness leads to justification and life for all”?

Second, there is a piling on of error in Paul’s claim. One of
Enns’  foundational  beliefs  is  that  God  used  human
understanding to convey His truths in Scripture. God spoke
through the myths of the ancient world when He inspired the



writing of Genesis.{6} If Enns is correct, one would expect
that God was using the Genesis myth to reveal something true
in Paul’s claim about Adam. In other words, the Old Testament
story  would  be  opened  up  so  a  truth  would  be  revealed.
However, Paul’s first point, that sin came through Adam to the
race (Rom. 5:12), is in fact false, according to Enns. The
following truth, about righteousness coming through Christ, is
beside  the  point  here.  Paul’s  assertion  about  Adam  isn’t
simply a historical one; it is a doctrinal one, too. The
traditional teaching of the church regarding the source of
sin,  death,  and  condemnation  is  therefore  false.  Paul
delivered a false teaching based upon a non-historical myth.
He  should  have  left  Adam  out  of  his  discussion.  It  does
nothing to buttress his claim about Christ.

Enns says that this matter of the origin of sin is “a vital
issue to work through, . . . one of the more pressing and
inevitable philosophical and theological issues before us.”{7}
One has to wonder, though: if Paul didn’t have the answer, and
he was taught by Christ directly, and if the rest of Scripture
is silent about such an important matter, can we really think
we can ferret out the solution ourselves?

Paul’s Use of the Old Testament
The use of the Old Testament in the New Testament is of great
significance in this matter. How does Paul get the point he
made out of Genesis if it isn’t true?

Peter Enns believes the problem is related to the way Paul
interpreted and used the Old Testament. Paul lived in an era
which is now called Second Temple Judaism. Writers in this
era, Enns says, “were not motivated to reproduce the intention
of  the  original  human  author”  in  the  text  under
consideration.{8} Thus, we see Old Testament texts used in
seemingly strange ways in the New Testament, strange if what
we expect is a direct reproduction or a further development or



deeper  explanation  of  the  Old  Testament  writer’s  original
intent. Texts could be taken completely out of context or
words could be changed to make the text say something the New
Testament writer wanted to say. In this way, Enns believes,
Paul  used  the  Old  Testament  creatively  to  explain  the
universality  of  sin  and  of  the  cross  work  of  Christ.

Some scholars speak of “christocentric” interpretation of the
Old  Testament.  Enns  prefers  the  term  “christotelic”  which
refers to the idea that Christ is the completion of the Old
Testament or the end toward which the Old Testament story was
headed. Regarding Adam, Enns writes, “Paul’s Adam is a vehicle
by which he articulates the gospel message, but his Adam is
still the product of a creative handling of the story.”{9}
Paul presents Adam as a historical person, and then makes the
further creative claim that Adam’s sin is the reason we all
sin. Neither of these are true, but this does no harm to the
most  important  part  of  the  text  where  Paul  claims  that
salvation for all people came through Christ.

None of this should be problematic for us, in Enns’ opinion,
for he believes this view of the Bible is similar to our view
of the Incarnation of Christ. In Jesus there are both humanity
and divinity. Likewise, the Bible is a coming together of the
divine and the human. God used the methods of Paul’s day to
convey the gospel message.

Paul’s Use of Old Testament: A Response
How can we respond to this view of Paul’s use of the Adam
story?

Enns believes “that the NT authors [subsumed] the OT under the
authority of the crucified and risen Christ.”{10} However,
Jesus never referred to the Old Testament in a way that showed
the Old Testament incorrect as it stood. Even His “but I say
to you” in the Sermon on the Mount appears to be more a matter



of teaching the depths of the laws than a correction of the
Old  Testament  text.  He  upheld  the  authority  of  the  Old
Testament such as when he said, “Do not think that I have come
to abolish the Law or the Prophets; I have not come to abolish
them but to fulfill them” (Mt. 5:17).”{11}

Bruce  Waltke  is  an  evangelical  Old  Testament  scholar  who
accepts theistic evolution but who disagrees with Enns on this
matter. He wonders why Jesus rebuked the disciples on the road
to Emmaus (Luke 24:25-27) for not understanding the plain
language of Scripture if the plain historical sense isn’t
sufficient.{12} He argues that Enns’ method of interpretation
can’t be supported by Scripture.

Paul said the gospel he preached was “in accordance with the
Scriptures”  (1  Cor.  15:3-4)  by  which  he  meant  the  Old
Testament.{13}  Elsewhere  he  said  that  the  Old  Testament
Scriptures  are  “profitable  for  teaching”  in  2  Tim.
3:16-17.{14}

New  Testament  scholar  Richard  Bauckham  disagrees  with  the
belief that Paul followed the interpretive methods of his day.
The apostles weren’t guilty of reading into the Old Testament
ideas held independently of it. He says, “They brought the Old
Testament text into relationship with the history of Jesus in
a process of mutual interpretation from which some of their
profoundest theological insights sprang.”{15}

In  fact,  it  was  the  apostles’  high  esteem  for  the  Old
Testament  that  forced  them  to  come  to  grips  with  the
Trinitarian nature of God given the claims of Jesus.{16}

This  doesn’t  mean,  however,  that  it’s  always  easy  to
understand how the apostles used the Old Testament. However,
what the apostles taught was understood to be in continuity
with what they had received before, not as a correction of it.



The Matter of Inspiration
It  is  inevitable  that  a  discussion  of  the  denial  of  the
historical Adam will turn to the doctrine of the inspiration
of Scripture. Old Testament scholar Peter Enns believes that
Paul’s incorrect use of Adam “has no bearing whatsoever on the
truth of the gospel.”{17} That’s true, but it has a lot to do
with how we understand inspiration and its bearing on Paul’s
writings.

The apostle Paul said that “all Scripture is inspired” or
“breathed out” by God (2 Tim. 3:16). Peter explains further
that  “no  prophecy  of  Scripture  comes  from  someone’s  own
interpretation. . . . but men spoke from God as they were
carried along by the Holy Spirit” (2 Pet. 1:20-21).

Paul, who claimed in 1 Thess. 2 that his teachings were the
word  of  God  (v.  13),  intended  to  explain  how  sin  and
condemnation came into the world in Romans 5. Elsewhere, Peter
spoke of Paul’s writings as Scripture (2 Pet. 3:15-16). If
Paul’s explanation of this “vital issue,” in Enns’ words, was
wrong, was it, then, of Paul’s own interpretation? Either it
came from the Holy Spirit and was inspired Scripture, or it
was merely Paul’s interpretation and was not. Which is it?

Old Testament scholar Bruce Waltke writes this: “A theory that
entails  notions  that  holy  Scripture  contains  flat  out
contradictions, ludicrous harmonization, earlier revelations
that are misleading and/or less than truthful, and doctrines
that are represented as based on historical fact, but in fact
are  based  on  fabricated  history,  in  my  judgment,  is
inconsistent with the doctrine that God inspired every word of
holy Scripture.”{18}

It might be objected here that I am confusing inspiration with
interpretation. These are different things. However, if it is
understood that all of Scripture comes from God who cannot
lie, then we have to let that set limits on how we interpret



Scripture. Interpretations that include false doctrines cannot
be correct.

It seems to me that Enns has put himself into a difficult
position. His conviction of the truth of human evolution isn’t
his only reason for denying the historical Adam, but it puts
the traditional understanding of Adam and his place in Paul’s
theology out of bounds for him. It would be better to hold to
what the church has taught for centuries rather than to the
tentative conclusions of modern scientists.
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The All-Present God
“As Charles Haddon Spurgeon once observed, there are very few
things as uplifting for the heart and the mind as a serious
study of the being and attributes of God. Hopefully, this
little  article  on  God’s  omnipresence  will  encourage  some
others to take up such studies for themselves. They won’t be
disappointed.” —Dr. Michael Gleghorn

Introduction

We can never get away from God. To some, this is
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quite  threatening.  To  others,  it  is  merely  irritating  or
annoying. But for those who know and love God, it is deeply
comforting  and  consoling,  for  it  means  that  we  are  never
alone.

In this article, I want to discuss an attribute of God that is
often referred to as omnipresence. It’s a big word, but all it
means  is  that  God  is  present  everywhere.  It  was  while
meditating on this attribute that David was led to pen the
oft-quoted verses of Psalm 139:

Where can I go from your Spirit? Where can I flee from your
presence? If I go up to the heavens, you are there; if I
make my bed in the depths, you are there. If I rise on the
wings of the dawn, if I settle on the far side of the sea,
even there your hand will guide me, your right hand will
hold me fast (vv. 7-10).{1}

Clearly David took comfort in the fact that he could never get
away from God, that there was nowhere he could go where God
was not.

In  a  similar  manner,  King  Solomon  also  spoke  of  God’s
omnipresence in his prayer at the dedication of the temple in
Jerusalem. He said, “But will God really dwell on earth? The
heavens, even the highest heaven, cannot contain you. How much
less this temple I have built!” (1 Kings 8:27). Here, Solomon
recognizes that unlike human beings, God’s presence cannot be
localized  to  merely  one  place  on  the  earth.  Indeed,  the
universe itself is not sufficient to contain the being of its
Creator!

So how is the doctrine that God is everywhere present to be
understood? And what practical applications might this have
for our lives?

To begin, it is helpful to observe that just as the doctrine
of God’s eternity attempts to explain how God is related to
time, the doctrine of omnipresence attempts to explain how He



is related to space. Does God completely transcend space? That
is,  might  He  exist  completely  “outside”  or  “beyond”  our
spatial universe in some sense? Or is it better to think of
Him as existing everywhere throughout all space? Then again,
could it be the case that He somehow exists both within and
beyond  the  created  order?  Obviously,  these  are  deep  and
difficult questions. But since thinking through such things is
part of what it means to love God with our minds, let us
ponder these matters as carefully as we can (Mark 12:30).

God and Space
Other Scriptures certainly seem to affirm God’s omnipresence.
God asks the prophet Jeremiah, “Am I only a God nearby . . .
and not a God far away? . . . . Do I not fill heaven and
earth?” (23:23-24). Here the Lord affirms that He is present
everywhere, that there is nowhere in heaven and earth where He
is not. But how should we understand this?

Should we think of God as “spread out” through the universe
like an invisible gas? Although this might be the mental image
which most naturally suggests itself to our minds, we should
carefully avoid embracing it. After all, “God is spirit” (John
4:24).  And  a  spirit,  unlike  a  gas,  is  a  non-physical
entity.{2} If we think of God as being spread throughout the
universe like an invisible gas, then we might be tempted to
think of God as only partially present at any one place. For
instance, we might come to believe that there is a small
amount of God in our bedroom, even more of Him throughout our
house, and more still in the three-mile radius around our
house. And this, I’m sure you would agree, is crazy!{3} We
don’t want to think of God’s omnipresence in these terms.

Instead, if we want to think of God as existing everywhere in
space (and many theologians would caution us against this),
then we ought to think of Him as being fully present at every
point of space at the same time. Now admittedly, this is a
difficult concept to grasp. But an analogy may help to clarify



the point.

A  number  of  Christian  theologians  and  philosophers  have
suggested that we should think of God’s relationship to the
world as similar to the soul’s relationship to the body. On
one construal of this view, the soul is held to be “spatially
present  in  the  body,”  but  “not  extended  throughout  it.”
Instead, it’s thought to be “somehow wholly present at all
points in its body.” In a similar way, it is said, we can also
think of God as being “spatially located in the universe” and
yet “wholly present at every point in it.”{4}

Of course, it must be emphasized that this is only an analogy.
I’m certainly not suggesting that the world really is God’s
body!{5} The analogy is intended simply to help us understand
one way in which God might be thought of as omnipresent. But
it’s not the only way.

God and Spacelessness{6}
Many Christian philosophers do not believe that we should
think of God as literally present in space. Instead, they
believe  that  God  completely  transcends  space,  existing
“beyond” or “outside” the spatial universe which we inhabit.
But if this is so, then how do they think the doctrine of
God’s omnipresence should be understood? Moreover, why do they
believe that God is not present in space?

Let’s take the second question first. Why think that God isn’t
present  in  space?  Well,  say  these  thinkers,  consider  the
doctrine of creation. God created the universe ex nihilo, or
“out  of  nothing.”  Literally  nothing  existed  (except  God)
“before”  He  brought  the  universe  into  being.{7}  In  other
words, prior to creation, not even space existed. Rather,
space  is  brought  into  being  by  God  at  the  moment  of
creation.{8} But if God does not exist in space prior to
creating the universe, then why should we think that He is
located  in  space  after  bringing  the  universe  into  being?



According to this view, there just isn’t any good reason for
thinking that He is.

But wait a minute! If God isn’t located in space, then how can
it still be said that He’s present everywhere? Doesn’t this
amount  to  a  denial  of  God’s  omnipresence?  According  to
proponents  of  this  view,  we  should  understand  God’s
omnipresence to mean that He both knows what is happening
everywhere in space and that He is active at every point in
space.{9} In other words, God not only knows what is happening
everywhere on earth, He also knows what is happening elsewhere
in our solar system and in every galaxy of the universe.
Moreover, He is continually exercising His power to sustain
the universe in being and He is able to act anywhere He
desires throughout this vast cosmos which He has created.
Hence,  even  if  God  is  not  literally  present  in  space,
advocates of this view still insist that He both knows what is
happening and is able to exercise His power anywhere in the
world at any time He chooses.

Having now considered the two major views regarding how we
should understand the doctrine of God’s omnipresence, we’ll
briefly look at some of the difficulties that are raised by
this doctrine.

Difficulties with Omnipresence
Recall how David in Psalm 139 affirms that there is nowhere he
can flee from God’s presence, for God is present everywhere.
But this raises a difficulty, for elsewhere in the Bible David
says  something  which  seems  to  directly  contradict  this
sentiment.

Pursued by Saul in the Desert of Ziph, David, who had the
opportunity to kill Saul but humbly refused, pleaded with Saul
not to shed his blood “far from the presence of the Lord” (1
Sam. 26:20). But wait a minute! If God is present everywhere,
as David elsewhere affirms, then what sense does it make to



speak of dying far from the presence of the Lord? How can one
be far from the presence of the Lord if the Lord is present
everywhere?

It  seems  to  me  that  the  best  way  of  handling  these
difficulties is to make an important distinction regarding the
way in which God is everywhere present. What I mean is this.
Although God is present everywhere, He is uniquely present at
certain times and places when He desires to reveal Himself in
some special way.

The best example of this is the unique incarnation of God the
Son in the man Christ Jesus. Jesus was one person with two
natures, one divine and one human. According to His divine
nature, He remained omnipresent even during His time on earth.
Yet in his human nature, Jesus was limited (like all other
men) to a particular time and place. And it was in this more
limited sense that God specially chose to reveal Himself to
us. Hence, in the Gospel of John we learn that God’s grace and
truth, His love and salvation, His blessing and glory, are all
uniquely revealed in the person of Jesus Christ.{10}

In a similar way, concerning the example of David above, we
can say that while God was certainly present in the Desert of
Ziph, He had chosen to specially reveal Himself to the people
of Israel. He was thus present to the people of Israel in a
way that He was not present to the other nations. It is in
this sense that David pleads with Saul not to shed his blood
“far from the presence of the Lord.”

The Importance of Omnipresence
Let’s think about this in terms of a “good news/bad news”
approach, beginning with the “bad news” first. Although God’s
omnipresence, considered in itself, is really only good news,
there is certainly a sense in which sinful men and women, much
like you and me, might be tempted to regard this doctrine as
bad news. Why is that?



Well, if God is always present, then like it or not, every
evil thought, word, or deed that we think, say, or do is
always  done  directly  in  His  presence!  That’s  a  sobering
thought, isn’t it? There is literally nothing that we can ever
do in a hidden or secret way. Whenever we lie or steal, commit
adultery or take God’s name in vain, we do so in the presence
of the God to whom we are all ultimately accountable. Indeed,
Jesus warned that on the day of judgment we will even have to
give an account for every “careless word” which we have spoken
(Matt. 12:36)! This, at least for sinners like ourselves, is
what we might call the bad news of God’s omnipresence.

But  as  I  said  previously,  the  reality  is  that  God’s
omnipresence is actually very good news. For it means that no
matter what our circumstances, God is always present! When
we’re  anxious  or  scared,  God  is  there.  When  we’re  under
pressure at work or having difficulties in a relationship, God
is there. Yes; even if we’re sick or dying, God is present
then, too. David wrote in the Psalms, “Even though I walk
through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no
evil, for you are with me; your rod and your staff, they
comfort me” (Psalm 23:4). For the one who’s been reconciled to
God through faith in Jesus Christ, the fact that God is always
present is very “good news” indeed!

I hope you can see that the doctrine of God’s omnipresence is
not just an interesting issue for philosophers and theologians
to  ponder  (although  it  is  certainly  that).  It’s  also  an
extremely practical doctrine that is highly relevant to almost
every aspect of our lives. For wherever we go, whatever joys
we encounter or difficulties we face, God is there. And for
the  Christian,  He  is  present  as  our  Protector,  Savior,
Counselor, and Friend!

Notes

1. All Scriptural citations are taken from the New
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Gen-Z:  The  Generation  That
Ends  Christian  Influence  in
America?
In order to grow the number of Gen-Z Christians, we need an
understanding of ways to build bridges from their pluralistic,
secular worldview to seriously contemplating the unique grace
of God. Steve Cable draws upon the wisdom of two pastors who
are making a real difference in the lives of young adults to
address this important topic.

What Are Gen-Zs Like?

In this article we look beyond the Millennials to
consider the latest generation and what they tell
us about the future of Evangelicals in America.
Gen-Z is the generation born between 1995 and 2010.
This year, half of the Gen-Z generation are 18 or older. By
the time they are all at least 18, the Millennials and Gen-Zs
will make up almost 50% of the adult population. We will
consider  how  this  generation  compares  with  previous
generations. We want to understand this generation to truly
communicate the good news of the gospel to them; to help them
“to walk in a manner worth of the Lord.”{1}

In  their  book,  So  the  Next  Generation  Will  Know{2},  Sean
McDowell and J. Warner Wallace identified some key traits
common among Gen-Zs. They are:

Digital  Multitaskers  –  “spending  nearly  every  waking1.
hour interacting with . . . digital technology,” often
while watching television
Impatient – quickly moving from thing to thing with an2.
attention span of around 8 seconds
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Fluid – constantly blurring the lines; making truth,3.
genders, and family structures personal choices
Lonely  –  swamped  in  social  media  where  personal4.
relationships  are  minimized  while  personal  troubles
follow them everywhere. Sean points to “the availability
of endless counterfeits that claim to be able to fill
their hearts with meaning.”{3}
Individualistic  –  individual  feelings  more  important5.
than  facts  while  judging  the  choices  of  others  is
avoided. As James White points out in Meet Generation
Z{4},  “the  ability  to  find  whatever  they’re  after
without the help of intermediaries . . . has made them
more independent. . . . Like no other generation before,
Gen-Z  faces  a  widening  chasm  between  wisdom  and
information.”{5}

Most importantly, most of these young Americans are thoroughly
secular with little exposure to Christian theology. As White
opines, “They are lost. They are not simply living in and
being shaped by a post-Christian cultural context. They do not
even have a memory of the gospel. . . . They have endless
amounts of information but little wisdom, and virtually no
mentors.”{6}

As they enter adulthood, the culture around them will not
encourage them to consider the claims of Christ.  In fact, the
Millennials going before them are already seen leaving any
Christian background behind as they age into their thirties.

Gen-Z: How Are They Trending?
What can we truly know about the religious thinking of Gen-Zs
age 11 to 25? Pew Research surveyed teens and their parents
giving us a glimpse into both{7}.

They  found  one  third  of  American  teens  are  religiously
Unaffiliated.{8} In contrast, their parents were less than one
quarter Unaffiliated. Another Pew survey{9} found more than



half of young adult Gen-Zs are unaffiliated.  This group is
easily the largest religious group among Gen-Zs.

Teens  attend  church  services  with  their  parents,  but  lag
behind in other areas. Less than one fourth of teens consider
religion very important. And on an absolute belief in God and
praying daily, the teens trail their parents significantly.

Using an index of religious commitment{10}, almost half of the
parents but only one third of teens rated high. In fact,
almost half of teenagers with parents who rated high did not
rate high themselves.{11}

Perhaps the minds of teenagers are mush. Their views will firm
up as they age. In reality, older Gen-Zs and Millennials also
trail older adults by more than 20 points in believing in God
and  praying  daily.{12}  Also,  church  attendance  drops
dramatically  among  these  young  adults  who  are  no  longer
attending with parents.

If  religion  were  important  to  teens,  they  would  look  to
religious teaching and beliefs to help make decisions about
what is right and wrong. But less than one third of teens
affiliated with a religion turned to its teachings to make
such decisions.

As  George  Barna  reports,{13}  “The  faith  gap  between
Millennials  and  their  predecessors  is  the  widest
intergenerational difference identified at any time in the
last seven decades.” It seems that Gen-Z will increase this
gap.

Gen-Z: Worldview and Apologetics
Why have the Unaffiliated been growing dramatically over the
last 25 years while doctrinally consistent Christians have
been declining? At one level, we recognize the watered-down
gospel taught in many churches encourages people to pursue
other things and not waste time on church. That may have been



the primary issue at one time. But in this decade, we are
seeing a real reduction in the number of Evangelicals as well.
The self-professed Evangelicals{14} among those ages 18 to 29
has reduced from 29% down to 20%, a reduction of almost one
third.

One major driver is the dominant worldview of our young adult
society. The worldview promoted by our schools, media, and
entertainment industry has changed from a Christian inspired
worldview to a worldview which is secular and specifically
anti-Christian.  As  James  White  observes,  “It’s  simply  a
cultural reality that people in a post-Christian world are
genuinely
incredulous that anyone would think like a Christian—or at
least,  what  it  means  in  their  minds  to  think  like  a
Christian.”{15}

Almost all Gen-Zs have been brought up hearing the worldview
of Scientism espoused. This worldview teaches “that all that
can be known within nature is that which can be empirically
verified . . . If something cannot be examined in a tangible,
scientific  manner,  it  is  not  simply  unknowable,  it  is
meaningless.”{16} At the same time, most Gen-Zs have not even
been  exposed  to  an  Evangelical  Christian  worldview.
Consequently, apologetics is critical for opening their minds
to  hear  the  truth  of  the  gospel.  Many  of  them  need  to
understand that the basic tenets of a Christian worldview can
be true before they will consider whether these tenets are
true for them. Answering questions such as: “Could there be a
creator of this universe?” and “Could that creator possibly be
involved in this world which has so much pain and suffering?”
is a starting point to opening their minds to a Christian
view.

Encouraging Gen-Zs to understand the tenets of their worldview
and comparing them to a Christian worldview begins the process
of introducing them to the gospel. As White points out, “I
have found that discussing the awe and wonder of the universe,



openly raising the many questions surrounding the universe and
then  positing  the  existence  of  God,  is  one  of  the  most
valuable approaches that can be pursued.”{17} The Christian
worldview  is  coherent,  comprehensive  and  compelling  as  it
explains why our world is the way it is and how its trajectory
may be corrected into one that honors our Creator and lifts up
people to a new level of life.

Gen-Z: Removing the Isolation of Faith
What will it take to reach Gen-Z? James White says, “. . . the
primary  reason  Gen-Z  disconnects  from  the  church  is  our
failure to equip them with a biblical worldview that empowers
them to understand and navigate today’s culture.”{18} If we
want  to  equip  Gen-Zs  to  embrace  faith,  we  must  directly
discuss worldview issues with them.

The  challenge  is  exacerbated  as  most  Gen-Zs  are  taught  a
redefined  tolerance:  to  not  only  accept  classmates  with
different worldviews, e.g. Muslims and the Unaffiliated, but
to believe that it is as true for them as your parents’
worldview is for them. As Sean McDowell states, “Gen-Zs are
exposed  to  more  competing  worldviews—and  at  an  earlier
age—than any generation in history.”{19}

The new tolerance leads directly to a pluralistic view of
salvation. Christ stated, “No one comes to the Father except
through me,”{20} and Peter preached that “There is salvation
in no one else, for there is no other name under heaven . . .
by which we must be saved.”{21} Yet the survey of American
teens{22} finds less than one third believe that only one
religion is true, broken up into two-thirds of Evangelicals
and less than one-third of Mainlines and Catholics.

Compounding these issues is the growing practice of limiting
the impact of religious beliefs on real life. Sean points out,
“The biggest challenge in teaching worldview to young people
is  the  way  our  increasingly  secular  culture  fosters  the



compartmentalization of faith.”{23} We need to help them see
how a consistent Christian worldview applies to all issues. It
is foolish to segregate your spiritual beliefs from your life
decisions.

As an example, many Gen-Zs are enamored by a socialist view
that the government should provide everything we need, equally
distributing goods and services to all. Those who work hard
and excel will have their productivity redistributed equally.
It  sounds  like  a  possibly  good  approach  and  yet  it  has
destroyed the economies of many countries including Russia,
Cuba,  and  Venezuela.  It  fails  because  it  is  based  on  a
worldview that “assumes greed comes from inequality in the
distribution of material goods in society.”{24} In contrast,
the Bible is clear that greed is part of the fallenness of the
human heart. As a result, any centralized function with no
competition  discourages  productivity  and  becomes  an
inefficient  bureaucracy.

Reaching Gen-Zs
Today, most Gen-Zs move into adulthood with little exposure to
the  gospel.  The  majority  are  either  Unaffiliated,  another
religion,  or  have  a  nominal  Christian  background.  Current
surveys  find  that  98%  of  young  Americans  do  not  have  a
Christian worldview.{25}

This sobering data does not mean giving up on reaching Gen-Z.
But if we are not intentional about it, we are not going to
stem the tide. As James White observes, “What is killing the
church today is (focusing) on keeping Christians within the
church happy, well fed, and growing. The mission . . . must be
about those who have not crossed the line of faith.”

And  Sean  McDowell  points  out  that  we  need  “to  teach  the
difference between subjective and objective truth claims and
make  sure  they  understand  that  Christianity  falls  in  the
latter category.”{26}



Sean  encourages  a  focus  on  relationships  saying,
“Relationships are the runway on which truth lands. Take the
time to listen with empathy, monitor from a place of wisdom,
and demonstrate your concern.”{27} White agrees, saying, “If
we want (them) to know the faith, we have to teach, model and
incarnate truth in our relationship with them.”{28} From a
place of relationship, we can address challenges keeping them
from truly hearing the gospel.

One key challenge is the role of media. As Sean notes, “Media
shapes their beliefs, and it also shapes the orientation of
their hearts.”{29} To counter this pervasive influence, he
suggests engaging them in a skeptic’s blog. Help them consider
1) what claim is being made, 2) is the claim relevant if true,
and 3) decide how to investigate the claim.{30} By learning to
investigate  claims,  they  are  examining  the  truth  of  the
gospel. We should never fear the gospel coming up short when
looking for the truth.

Key ways White’s church is connecting with the Unaffiliated
include:

Rethinking evangelism around Paul’s message in Athens.1.
Tantalizing those with no background to search for truth
in Christ.
Teaching  the  grace/truth  dynamic  in  quick  segments2.
consistent with their learning styles.
Being cultural missionaries – learning from those who3.
have not been Christians.
Cultivating a culture of invitation by creating tools to4.
invite friends all the time.

If we focus on growing the number of Gen-Z Christians, we
could change the trajectory of American faith. If we devote
ourselves to prayer, the leadership of the Holy Spirit, and
reaching the lost in America rather than continuing church as
usual, God can use us to turn the tide.
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How Reason Can Lead to God –
Part 2
Dr. Michael Gleghorn continues to make a compelling case for
how  reason  can  lead  us,  step  by  step,  to  the  logical
conclusion of God’s existence based on the book ‘How Reason
Can Lead to God.’

Foundation of Mind
In  this  article  we’re  continuing  our
examination of Christian philosopher Josh
Rasmussen’s book, How Reason Can Lead to
God.{1}  In  my  previous  article,  I
introduced  the  book  and  showed  how
Rasmussen began constructing a “bridge of
reason” that led to “an independent, self-
sufficient, . . .   eternally powerful
foundation of all reality.”{2}
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But Rasmussen goes further, arguing that there must
also  be  “a  certain  mind-like  aspect”  to  this
foundation.{3} And that’s what we’ll explore in
this article. We’re going to follow Rasmussen’s
lead as he takes us over the “bridge of reason.” And once
we’ve taken that final step, we’ll see that it’s led us not to
some cold, calculating, “mind-like” reality, but to a very
“special treasure.”{4}

But to begin, why does Rasmussen think that the foundation of
all reality must be “mind-like”? To answer that question,
consider that one of the things the foundation has produced is
you—and you have a mind. As Rasmussen notes, “you are capable
of thinking, feeling, and making decisions.”{5} Indeed, if
you’re awake and functioning normally, you have some awareness
of what is going on “around” you—and even of what is going on
“within” you. That’s because you possess a conscious (even
self-conscious) mind. How is this to be explained?

According to Rasmussen there are only two live options: either
minds ultimately originate from some sort of “mind-like” or
“mental” reality, or else they arise solely from a physical
process.{6} Is one of these options better than the other?
Rasmussen thinks so, and points to “a construction problem”
with the matter-to-mind option.{7} Here’s the problem. Just as
a black steel pipe cannot be constructed out of emerald green
toothpaste, so a self-conscious mind cannot be constructed
from mindless particles. Particles just aren’t the right thing
for constructing the thoughts, feelings, and purposes of a
mind. In order to construct a mind, “mental materials” are
needed. Hence, the foundation of all reality must be mind-like
in order to account for the unique features of self-conscious
human minds.{8}

But at this point, some may raise an objection. After all, if
we say there’s a construction problem going from matter to
minds, then wouldn’t there also be a problem in saying that an
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immaterial mind created the material world? The answer is
“No.”

Foundation of Matter
Above,  we  argued  that  one  can’t  explain  the  thoughts  and
intentions  of  human  minds  by  appealing  only  to  material
particles.  There  must  rather  be  an  ultimate  mind  at  the
foundation of all reality.

But of course, human beings also have bodies. And your body
(including your brain) is an example of incredible material
complexity.  Not  only  that,  but  in  order  for  you  to  be
physically alive, the “fundamental parameters” of the universe
must be delicately balanced, or “fine-tuned,” with a precision
that is mind-boggling. As physicist Alan Lightman observes,
“If these fundamental parameters were much different from what
they are, it is not only human beings who would not exist. No
life of any kind would exist.”{9}

How should we account for such complexity? Can we explain it
in terms of chance?{10} That’s wildly implausible. And better
explanations  are  available.  After  all,  one  could  try  to
explain  the  words  of  your  favorite  novel  by  appealing  to
“chance.” But is that “the best explanation?”{11} Isn’t it far
more likely that an intelligent mind selected and ordered the
words  of  that  story  with  the  intention  of  communicating
something meaningful to others? While the chance hypothesis is
possible, is it really probable? If we’re interested in truth,
shouldn’t we prefer the best explanation?

So what is a better explanation for the material complexity
that we observe—not only in our bodies, but in the fine-tuning
of the universe that allows for our existence? If the ordering
of  the  letters  and  words  in  your  favorite  novel  is  best
explained  by  an  intelligent  mind,  then  what  about  the
biological  complexity  of  human  beings?  Scientists  have



observed  “that  molecular  biology  has  uncovered  an  analogy
between  DNA  and  language.”  In  short,  “The  genetic  code
functions exactly like a language code.”{12} And just as the
words in a novel require an intelligent author, the genetic
code requires an intelligent designer.

Hence, a foundational mind offers a good explanation not only
for human minds, but for the complexity of human bodies as
well. Moreover, a foundational mind also provides the best
explanation for objective moral values.

Foundation of Morals
What is the best explanation for our moral experience in the
world? How might we best account for our sense of right and
wrong, good and evil? So far, we’ve seen two reasons for
thinking that the ultimate foundation of reality is “mind-
like.” First, a foundational mind best explains the existence
of human minds. Second, it also offers the best explanation
for the staggering material complexity of the human body and
the exquisite “fine-tuning” of the universe that allows for
our existence. Might a foundational mind also provide the best
explanation for our moral experience? Rasmussen thinks so, and
he offers potent reasons for us to think so too.{13}

Consider our sense of right and wrong. How should this be
explained? Rasmussen proposes that our “moral senses are a
window into a moral landscape.”{14} Just as our sense of sight
helps us perceive objects in the physical world, so our moral
sense helps us perceive values in the moral world. Of course,
just as our sense of sight may not be perfect, such that a
tree appears blurry or indistinct, so also our moral sense may
not be perfect, such that a particular action may not be
clearly  seen  as  right  or  wrong.  But  in  each  case,  even
imperfect “sight” can provide some reliable information about
both the material and moral landscapes.{15}



How might we best explain both the moral landscape and our
experience of it? “Can the particles that comprise a material
landscape, with dirt and trees, produce standards of good and
bad, right and wrong?”{16} It’s hard to see how undirected
particles could do such a thing. And naturally, they could
have no reason to do so.

On the other hand, a foundational mind with a moral nature
could account for both the moral landscape and our experience
of it. As Rasmussen observes, such a being would account for
moral values because of its moral nature.{17} Further, such a
being would have both a reason and resources to create moral
agents  (like  us)  with  the  ability  to  perceive  these
values.{18} Its reason for creating such agents is that we’re
valuable.{19}  A  mind-like  foundation  thus  offers  a  better
explanation for human moral experience than mindless particles
ever could.

Foundation of Reason
Human minds are special for their ability to reason. This
ability helps us think correctly. When we reason correctly, we
can begin with certain basic truths and infer yet other truths
that logically follow from these. For example, from the basic
truths that “all men are mortal” and “Socrates is a man” we
can  logically  infer  the  further  truth  that  “Socrates  is
mortal.”

But here an interesting puzzle arises. Where does our ability
to reason come from? How might we account for the origin of
human reason? And one of the interesting topics tackled by
Josh Rasmussen in his book, How Reason Can Lead to God, is the
origin of reason itself. What’s the best explanation for this
incredible ability?

If the universe sprang into being “from nothing, with no mind
behind it,” then not only human minds, but even rationality



itself,  must  ultimately  come  from  mindless  material
particles.{20} But as Rasmussen observes, “If people come only
from  mindless  particles,  then  reasoning  comes  from  non-
reason.”{21} But could reason really come from non-reason? Is
that  the  most  plausible  explanation?  Or  might  a  better
explanation be at hand?

The atheistic scientist J. B. S. Haldane once observed, “If my
mental processes are determined wholly by the motions of atoms
in my brain, I have no reason to suppose that my beliefs are
true . . . and hence I have no reason for supposing my brain
to be composed of atoms.”{22} For Haldane, if human reason
arises entirely from a non-rational historical and physical
process, then we have little reason to think that our beliefs
are true.

Fortunately, there’s a way out of this difficulty. We can
suggest that human reason comes from an ultimately rational
foundation. In that case, reason comes from reason. We’ve
already seen that the best way to account for minds, matter,
and morals is by positing a foundational Mind as the source of
all reality. And this is also the best way to account for
human reason as well. As Rasmussen notes, “by anchoring reason
in  the  nature  of  the  foundation,  we  can  explain  how  the
foundation of all existence can be the foundation of minds,
matter, morals . . . and reason itself.”{23}

In the next section we will follow Rasmussen “to the treasure
at the end of the bridge of reason.”{24}

Perfect Foundation
In this article we’ve seen that a foundational Mind offers the
best explanation for the existence of human minds and bodies,
moral  concepts,  and  even  reason  itself.  In  my  previous
article, we saw that this foundation is also independent,
self-sufficient,  and  eternally  powerful.  Today,  with  some



final help from the Christian philosopher Josh Rasmussen, we
want to pull together the various strands of this discussion
to see what unifies the various features of this foundation
into a single, coherent being. What sort of being might all
these features point to? According to Rasmussen, they all
point to a perfect being. But why does he think so?

Rasmussen argues that a perfect being must have two essential
features. First, it must have no defects, or imperfections.
And second, it must have “supreme value.”{25} In other words,
a perfect being cannot possibly be improved.

But why think the foundation of all reality is a perfect
being? Simply put, the concept of perfection enables us to
account for all the characteristics of this being that reason
has  revealed  to  us.  Perfection  accounts  for  this  being’s
independent, self-sufficient, and eternally powerful nature.
It  also  accounts  for  how  this  being  can  be  the  ultimate
foundation of other minds, astonishing material complexity,
morality,  and  reason  itself.  As  Rasmussen  observes,
“Perfection unifies all the attributes of the foundation” and
“successfully predicts every dimension of our world.”{26}

A perfect being is thus the foundation of “every good and
perfect gift” that we possess and enjoy, and must surely be
described as “the greatest possible treasure.”{27} Moreover,
since  this  being  possesses  “the  maximal  concentration  of
goodness, value, and power imaginable,” it can only properly
be termed “God.”{28} Thus, by following the “light of reason”
to the end of the “bridge of reason,” we have arrived not at
meaninglessness  or  despair,  but  at  “the  greatest  possible
treasure,” the self-sufficient, eternally powerful, supremely
rational, and perfectly good, Creator God.

If  you  would  like  to  explore  the  work  of  Josh  Rasmussen
further, I would recommend reading his book, How Reason Can
Lead to God: A Philosopher’s Bridge to Faith. You can also
visit his website at joshualrasmussen.com.

http://joshualrasmussen.com
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